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2nd KM 4 - 51000/29 # 2KM4 Analysis of Crisis Management (short version)Preliminary remark: 
The task and goal of crisis teams and any crisis management is to make them specialRecognize 
dangers and fight them until the normal state is reached again. ASo a normal state cannot be a 
crisis. Summary of analysis results1. Crisis management in the past (unfortunately against better 
institutional knowledge)no adequate instruments for hazard analysis and assessment have been 
set up. The management reports,in which all decision-relevant information would have to be 
summarized,only deal with a small section of the impending threat in the current crisisDanger 
spectrum. Based on incomplete and inappropriate information in theIn general, a situation 
assessment is not possible. Without correctly collectedThere can be no adequate and effective 
measure planning for risk assessment.The methodological deficit affects every level at a higher 
level; theSo far, politics has had a greatly reduced chance of making the factually correct 
decisionsto meet. 2. The observable effects and effects of COVID-19 do not provide sufficient 
evidencerecognize that it is - in terms of health effects on theSociety as a whole - more than a 
false alarm . D hrough the new virus wasprobably never at any time a danger for thePopulation 
(comparative figure is the usual death rate in DEU). Corona die inEssentially the people who die 
statistically this year because they are at the end of their liveshave arrived and their weakened 
body does not face any random everyday stresscan withstand more (including the approximately 
150 viruses currently in circulation). TheDangerousness of Covid-19 was overestimated. (not 
within a quarter of a year worldwideMore than 250,000 deaths with Covid-19, compared to 1.5 
million deaths during the influenza wave2017/18). The danger is obviously no greater than that of 
many other viruses. We all have itProbably dealing with a global false alarm that has remained 
undetected for a long time.- This analysis result has been checked by KM 4 for scientific 
plausibility anddoes not essentially contradict the data and risk assessments submitted by the RKI. 
3. There is an important reason why the alleged false alarm remained undetected for weeksin that 
the current framework for action by the crisis team and theCrisis management in a pandemic does 
not contain suitable detection tools thatautomatically trigger an alarm and initiate the immediate 
termination of measureswould, as soon as either a pandemic warning turned out to be a false 
alarm orIt is foreseeable that the collateral damage - and in particular human lifedevastating 
proportions - threaten to become larger than health and especially thataccounts for the lethal 
potential of the disease under consideration. 4. The collateral damage is now higher than the 
apparent benefit. That findingthere is no comparison of material damage with personal injury 
(human life)to the bottom! Alone a comparison of previous deaths from the virus with 
deathsthrough the state-imposed protective measures (both without a secure database) prove 
theFinding. An overview-like one checked by scientists for plausibilityCompilation of collateral 
damage to health (including deaths) is attached below.
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3rd 5. The (completely pointless) collateral damage caused by the corona crisis has now become 
gigantic. Amuch of this damage will only become apparent in the near and distant futuremanifest. 
This can no longer be prevented, but only limited.6. Critical infrastructures are the lifelines 
necessary for survivalSocieties. In the case of critical infrastructures, the current ones are the result 
of the protective measuresSecurity of supply no longer given as usual (previously gradual 
reduction inbasic security of supply, which can occur, for example, in upcoming stressful 
situationscan precipitate). The resilience of the highly complex and strongly interdependentOverall 
system of critical infrastructures has decreased. Our society lives with it from now onan increased 
vulnerability and higher default risks of vitalInfrastructures. This can have fatal consequences, if on 
the now reduced oneResilience level from KRITIS a really dangerous pandemic or other threatwould 
occur. UN Secretary General António Guterres raised a fundamental risk four weeks ago.Guterres 
said (according to a daily news report dated April 10, 2020): “The weaknesses and 



deficienciesPreparations exposed by this pandemic give insights into how tobio-terrorist attack 
could look like - and [these weaknesses] may increase itRisk for it. ”According to our analyzes, a 
serious deficiency in DEU is the lack of oneadequate hazard analysis and assessment system in 
crisis situations (see above).7. The state-ordered protective measures, as well as the diverse 
socialActivities and initiatives designed to protect against collateral damageeffect, but have now 
lost all meaning, are still largely in force. Itit is strongly recommended to keep them completely in 
the short term to avoid harm from theAvert population - especially unnecessary additional deaths 
- and to thestabilize the potentially precarious situation in critical infrastructures. 8. The deficits 
and failures in crisis management have the consequence of oneMediation of incorrect information 
and thus disinformation of thePopulation triggered. (A reproach could be: The state has been one 
in the corona crisisof the largest fake news producers.)The following results from these findings: a) 
The proportionality of interference in the rights of, for example, citizens is currently not given, 
becausethe state did not adequately weigh up the consequences. The BVerfGcalls for appropriate 
consideration of measures with negative consequences (PSPP judgment of 5May 2020). b) The 
situation reports of the BMI-BMG crisis team and the federal state reports to the federal statesmust 
therefore immediately o carry out an appropriate hazard analysis and assessment.o contain an 
additional department with meaningful data on collateral damage(see, for example, explanations 
in the long version)o are freed from superfluous data and information necessary for theHazard 
assessment is not necessary because it complicates the overview. o Key figures would have to be 
formed and placed in front. c) An appropriate hazard analysis and assessment must be carried out 
immediately.Otherwise the state could be liable for any damage incurred.
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4th Explanations for a better understanding of the causal relationships in a pandemic A severe 
pandemic is very rare and therefore a major challenge. The competent authoritieshave to deal with 
a crisis situation for which there is no experience. The BMI Department KM and the BBK regularly 
(together with other authorities such as theRKI, partially lead by the cooperation partner) 
emergency preparedness plans, pandemic plans and othersorganizational and legal framework for 
combating pandemics also developed.In the past, studies of the pandemic scenario have 
occasionally been conducted, but less frequentlylarge-scale exercises and rarer detailed risk 
analyzes. But all of theseIn the current crisis, work could offer little more than a rough framework. 
Because for oneGood, smooth crisis management requires, above all, a lot of experience 
withsimilar crisis and exercise situations and the constant improvement of framework conditions. 
in theIn the area of   fire brigades and rescue services, this has been continuously optimized over 
the years. in theIn the event of a pandemic, no routine can be built and that means mostActors will 
be poorly prepared and overwhelmed, and that crisis management mistakesbe undermined. The 
starting point of a crisis intervention is always the existence of a special risk situation. 
Identification of a special danger situation (pandemic)The determination of a particular dangerous 
situation does not necessarily presuppose that damage has already occurredhas occurred. In the 
event of a suspected pandemic, an assessment of possible damage will be mademade that would 
probably occur without protective measures. This estimate must be made inThe progress of a 
pandemic is constantly updated because it is initially only a plausible guess.If this plausibility no 
longer exists, or if an opposing assessment is more plausibleappears, or if the extent of damage 
does not reach an exceptional level within a reasonable time, liesno particular dangerous situation 
(anymore). Protective measures as a separate source of danger - occurrence of a multi-hazard 
situationProtective measures cannot be used in any preventive manner because they also have the 
potential in themselveswear to cause exceptional damage. So there are always at least two in a 
pandemicRisks that crisis management must have in mind: damage to health by 
someonePathogens , collateral damage due to side effects of the protective measures or (as a 
special case)a false alarm . Because of this dualism, the probability of the occurrence 
ofextraordinary damage and the expected amount of damage incurred for allexisting threats are 
continuously tracked simultaneously. The evaluation of data on theInfection events and the 



number of deaths are far from sufficient. A is suitable for thissystematic multi-hazard analysis 
(criteria for a multi-hazard analysis contains the long version). Importance of collateral damageA 
key finding from all previous studies, exercises and risk analyzes is that atCombating a pandemic 
always causes collateral damage (as an impact of
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5 Protective measures), and that this collateral damage from a pandemic can be significantly 
greater thanthe damage achievable by the pathogen. Collateral damage that can always be 
accepted has the best cost-benefit ratio ifit is not greater than the minimum required to achieve a 
protection goal. He then has the worst cost-benefit ratio when the original warningturns out to be 
exaggerated or even false alarm in the extreme case of an unknown virus,because then the total 
damage of the pandemic consists exclusively of the completely purposelessCollateral damage. 
perspectiveIt makes little sense and you won't get any closer to a solution if you just try thatTrack 
the precise stages of crisis management failure. The only remedy will bebe possible if there is an 
active examination of those systemic effects that are in theirOverall dynamics in the corona crisis 
to an existential damage to the community and also thestate order. Crisis management and the 
entire state are in a precarious situation. It can be withlooking closely no more reasonable doubt • 
that the corona warning was a false alarm, • that the crisis management does the security work 
less than optimal and mistakesthat did a lot of damage and continue to cause every day(including 
fatalities) where the measures are not deleted without replacement.Since the crisis team and the 
entire crisis management, including politics, largelylegal, organizational and other frameworks 
seem to have acted accordinglyhowever, there is little reason to make changes. Alone the one in 
this analysisThe findings that have been worked out will not be sufficient, even if the results are 
factually correctand in the interest of the country and its people, reorientation is urgently 
requiredappears. Already a coordination of the present analysis with all relevant parts of 
theMinisterial administration would be due to the heterogeneous interests and responsibilities of 
theNumerous participants to be expected or, based on experience, to level (orSort out) their 
content. Avoiding a total loss for our country that complies with the rulesmaybe possible, but at 
the moment this only seems possible through the creative information strategy of thosewho would 
be able to identify and organize a workable way out.Actually, a new crisis should now be identified 
and crisis management set up tothe dangers of an automated and therefore out of control 
pandemicCombat crisis management. That would be appropriate. If the executive does not do this 
on its owncreates, there would basically be possibilities for correction in a state with separation of 
powers: a) The legislative power (the parliaments of the federal and state governments) could be 
the statutoryChange framework conditions and thus cause (force) the crisis managementto operate 
differently than before. The legislature has proven in recent weeks that itcan take decisions at 
short notice. b) The case law could intervene. The constitutional courts of the federal and state 
governments have thatOrdering extreme restrictions of elementary and constitutional rights in DEU 
by theHeads of government because of an alleged extraordinary threat from onedangerous virus 
considered lawful. You have every basic complaint, lawsuit and complaintany resistance was 
denied the legality and legitimacy. So far they have been doing this without one
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6 to carry out an in-depth plausibility check. As I have shown, this is possible andwould expose 
the error. c) In principle, the large electronic mass media and the national ones couldLeading 
media form a corrective. The fact that this actually does not happen has two 
considerationsprovoke: The general conditions for media are suboptimal, they obviously 
complicatein fact the originally intended diversity of opinion in our country. The one that 
occurredRelative uniformity is not based on oppositional opinions and directions(Theoretically, this 
could indirectly have a slightly system-destabilizing effect)established policies, particularly the 
intentions of governments (that wouldexisting governments are indirectly stabilized and shielded 
from an opposition, including inin the event that a concrete government action, for example due to 
a factual errorthe country's existential interests). The leading media and especially the publicLegal 



apparently seem to be predominantly the transmitters of those viewed as commonBasic positions 
of the dominant political direction can be seen on the population. Overview of the health effects 
(damage) of the statemeasures and restrictions in the Corona Crisis 2020 (As of May 7, 2020 
fin)Methodological preliminary remarksRisks are listed today by 10 high-ranking experts / 
scientists of the respectiveSubject areas were considered to be fundamentally plausible. The 
selection of expertshappened by chance, the result cannot be representative. Important for the 
future systematic recording of health collateral damage in thePandemic is, at least specialists in 
the scientific disciplines involved hereconsult. Otherwise, a realistic overall inventory is not 
possible.1. Deaths a. Due to limitations in clinic availability (andTreatment options) postponed or 
canceled operations :Overall, we had a total of approximately 17 million full inpatients in 
2018Patients with surgery. That is an average of 1.4 million patients per month. In March andApril, 
90% of all necessary surgeries were postponed or not carried out. Themeans 2.5 million people 
were not cared for as a result of government measures.So 2.5 million patients were not operated 
on in March and April 2020, although this waswould have been necessary. The expected death rate 
is not seriousassess; Experts' assumptions range from numbers below 5,000and up to 125,000 
patients who die due to the postponed surgeryare / already died.
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7 b. Due to limitations in clinic availability (andTreatment options) postponed or canceled follow-
up treatmentsfrom (e.g. cancer, stroke or heart attack) sufferers: The negative effects of 
interrupted care structuresTumor patients, whether cancer aftercare or interruptedCancer 
screening programs, such as breast cancer, are obvious because they areMeasures have proven 
their usefulness in long studies and are on itBase has been set up.It can also be assumed here that 
millions of treatments are treated annually. InPart of the cases are the availability restrictions of 
the clinicsalso lead to the premature death of patients. A forecast of thisEffect is difficult. Experts 
who commented on this went from up to severalthousand additional dead who died in March and 
April 2020 orwill still die. c. In the care of people in need of care (3.5 million people in DEU)the 
level of care decreases due to governmental restrictionsthe quality of care (in care facilities, in 
outpatient care servicesas well as with private / intra-family care). Since it has been provengood 
care level in DEU protects many people from premature death(this is the reason why so much 
money is spent on it), the imMarch and April 2020 forced lowering of premature deathshave 
triggered. For 3.5 million people in need of care, there would be an additional death ratemake up 
an additional 3,500 dead by one tenth of a percent. Whether it's more orless is not known due to 
the lack of more precise estimates. d. Increases in suicides (previously an average of 9,000 per 
year); Reasons for thatIncrease in suicides: long-term significant impairment of allLiving 
conditions that become critical for mentally unstable personalitiescan; but also with numerous 
suicides in response to the economicDestruction of livelihoods is to be expected; various 
occupational groups that deal with theirBurden of social and personal changes and theirdo not feel 
personal responsibility. e. Additional deaths from heart attacks and strokesIntegrated concepts 
have been developed over the past years and decadeshave successfully influenced morbidity and 
mortality and are based on the fact thatas early as possible (in the course of the disease), as 
quickly as possible (time to care)and care is given as competently as possible. These inter-sectoral 
/ -disciplinary chains are damaged in many ways (outpatient care,Deprivation of resources) and 
also suffer maximally from that due tounilateral and exaggerated information policy the victims 
unjustlyCorona fear more than these diseases and suppress warning signs andalso fear with these 
diseases in the current corona fixation in theHospital not being treated well. As a result, many are 
currently searchingDo not affect / too late the doctor, which increased with these 
diseasesMorbidity, worsened rehabilitation and increased mortality means.
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8th 2. Other health damage (associated with suffering of the affected and highCost effect for the 
social security systems, the health system and theLabour market)a) Old people / people in need of 
special care are reduced fromaffected by the measures and often suffer greatly from them. 



Partaffect the measures taken (border closings,Quarantine regulations, contact bans, etc.) the 
previously criticaloutpatient / inpatient care situation negative (thus also the optimalCorona care) 
b) Psychosis, neuroses (fears, Obsessive-compulsive disorder, ..) due to long-lasting significant 
impairmentall living conditions for mentally unstable personalitiesWill trigger disease states; they 
have been medical for many yearsTreatments and rehabilitation services to compensate for 
thisImpairments necessary, there are health-related absenteeism. 1 to2% of the total German 
population experience one at least once in their lifePsychosis. If there is a disposition or 
susceptibility, there is an increasedProbability that this is under the general conditions of the 
corona crisismanifests.c) more disputes and assault as a result of strongContact limits and contact 
bans; Domestic violence, child abused) widespread communication disorders (through 
psychological effects, see above, and also egthrough the compulsion to wear face masks, through 
the gestures and facial expressions asMeans of communication are severely restricted (leads to 
misunderstandings,Distrust, L) b) (depending on the economic / economic development :) loss 
ofLife expectancy . In the long term, this is likely to cause greater damage to the crisis.DEU has 
had a positive economic development since the 1950sLife expectancy increased significantly (13 to 
14 years longeraverage lifetime). The permanently increased level of prosperity made it 
possibleamong other things, increasingly complex health care and care. With a strongly negative 
oneeconomic development and a corresponding reduction in the level of prosperitythe 
development goes in the opposite direction: life expectancy will decrease.(The RKI has shown that 
high unemployment lowers life expectancy.)over 80 million inhabitants can be prevented by state 
protection measures (not by the virus)a correspondingly high volume of life years of the population 
has been destroyedbe. Most of the above effects have in common that even after lifting the 
restrictionswill take a very long time before these measures and treatments return to their previous 
level,since all interlocking links have to be functional again, the resourcesmust be (re) allocated 
and the patient's trust restoredmust become. Incidentally, it can sometimes be contradictory, at 
first glance paradoxicalThe damage phase is therefore likely to last much longerthan the real 
break. If life expectancy is shortened in the future, theDamage even in the future.
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9 Because theoretically, at least partially, opposing effects must also be expected -with reactions 
that are paradoxical at first glance - is of more precise numerical significanceEstimates of 
expected damage have been dispensed with. With the numbers mentionedsize dimensions are 
shown. Closing remarksThere are two major reasons why this information is available without first 
consulting othersresponsible offices are sent directly: 1. There is imminent danger! Supposedly 
protective measures are created every day at the momentfurther serious damage, material and 
health up to a large number ofavoidable deaths. These deaths are caused by crisis 
managementtriggered and are responsible for this as soon as the knowledge of the 
herebytransmitted analysis is available - also from the sender of theseInformation that is part of 
crisis management. Remedy is only possible if the existing oneKnowledge is passed on and noted. 
All options upstreamIntervention was exhausted by the sender. 2. In view of the factual finding of 
the present analysis and the contrast to itPolitical decisions can possibly be made in the case of 
injured outsidersFears arise that the defining protection goal of national crisis managementis no 
longer the safety and health of the population, but the credibility andAcceptance of government 
parties and government members. From such perceptions,that are not irrational per se can be a 
cohesion in a community built on cohesionunfavorable dynamics that arise primarily through 
rational follow-up decisionsCrisis management and politics - based on complete analyzes - can be 
limited well.
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 1 of 83 KM 4 - 51000/29 # 2 April 25, 2020 / May 
7, 2020Version: 2.0.1 EVALUATION REPORT of unit KM 4 (BMI) Corona crisis 2020 from the 
perspective of Protection of critical infrastructures Evaluation of the previous coping strategy and 
recommendations for action My work is based on the following premises: 1.Guidance and basis for 



decisions should be truthful,be well-founded descriptions of the facts. 2. The actions of 
responsible people should be rational 3. The governments (executive) determined at the levels in 
democratic electionsThe federal, state and local authorities have as their highest goal the material 
and idealProtect, protect and guarantee the interests of the population. - created by ?????????????-
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 2 of 83 0. Foreword The corona crisis, which is 
only a few weeks old, should be one of the biggest challengesthat our country has ever had to deal 
with. The crisis teams, and the crisis management asWhole, perform with an extremely personal 
commitment an extremely important and at the same timemost difficult work you can imagine. 
Crisis management decidesfactually about life and death. With his decisions it determines who 
oursSociety gives a chance of survival, and whom it lets die. Every day anew.Which treatment 
options are reserved for whom and who will receive the treatmentsuch as a planned important 
surgery fails. Other values of our society are threatenedmaterial (to which health belongs) as well 
as ideal. A community can also"to die". Making decisions is inevitable. I would like to contribute to 
this with my workensure that the weighing processes can be carried out as professionally as 
possible.
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 3 of 83 1. Introduction 1.1 Tasks and working 
methods of unit KM 4: Unit KM 4 has the mandate (Appendix 1) to develop its own assessment 
competence forTo build up CRITIS protection and on this basis to make statements on your own 
initiative and inSubmit participation procedure. This is one such opinion.KM 4 is said to continue 
to focus on the consistency of CRITICAL protection, which is mainly due tomultiple 
interdependencies between the sectors. That is a focus of thepresent drafting. For appropriate 
concepts and strategies, as long as notonly IT matters are concerned, KM 4 is in charge of the 
company and works closelytogether with: the federal ministries, the federal states, the EU, KRITIS 
operators,Associations and other affected institutions, and takes care of s upra- and international 
affairs . KM 4 makes use of, among other things, the work of the BBK through the KM 4 exercises 
specialist supervision on all matters in the CRITIS context. For the creationThis report enabled a 
variety of contacts to be made with the above-mentioned bodies. TheHowever, the overall text is 
not coordinated, but is included as independent expertiseSubmitted recommendations. 1.2 Why 
this evaluation?Major disasters like a pandemic occur very rarely. The authorities responsible for 
theCoping with crises, regularly practice different onesRisk scenarios, including the case of a 
pandemic, but they canthis alone does not provide sufficient experience to be in a real situationto 
be able to act routinely. In the acute crisis, they use existing structures and processesand pre-
established (partly legal) procedures that have been used in the past by everyoneof the few 
exercises that have been optimized. The rest are improvised.The current corona crisis is 
characterized by a double danger for ourSociety and its critical infrastructures from: beginning of 
time subject of danger Risk potential for KRITIS End of 2019health risks from the newCoronavirus 
(Covid-19, SARS-CoV-2)(Health crisis) ; among other things risks for the supplywith critical 
services ? since about the middleMarch 2020multiple dangers of different kinds caused 
byMeasures to protect againsthealth hazards have been taken,are triggered ( economic andSocial 
crisis ) ; among other things risks for the supplywith critical services ?
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 4 of 83 The two dangerous situations merge into 
one another without any interruption. For onedetailed and systematic evaluation of the previous 
crisis managementorganizational units and employees operating in it therefore no opportunityand 
time. This fact alone creates new risks and dangers. The one presented hereReport to remedy the 
situation. He looks at the situation from a strategic perspectiveProtection of critical 
infrastructures.It is expressly not a product for public relations, but a productan internal report 
that serves no purpose other than a professional oneTo provide impetus for optimizing crisis 
management and planning measures.This report is unsparingly open - due to its urgency, it had to 



be dispensed withto put the content in nicer words. Readers like the direct stylelook up and above 
all use the core content of this work. If internal work processes are reflected, this is done 
strictlyprofessional aspects. 1.3 Who and what do I mean by "crisis management" in this report? In 
technical and organizational terms, crisis management consists of theprofessional situation 
services and crisis teams as well as the positions that assist them - eachat the federal government 
and in the federal states. The most important and most effectiveDecisions are made at the level of 
government and political leadershipof the ministries. Therefore, these actors are also part of crisis 
management. Thethe first group is operational crisis management, the second is strategic. The 
relationships between these two system components must be examined and,it turns out to be 
improved. Not just to improve the starting point infuture locations, but - particularly urgently - 
still now, in the middle of the coronaCrisis. Suboptimal procedures in the interplay of operational 
and strategicCrisis management can lead to serious mistakes and for oursSociety cause ruinous 
damage. Such, currently emerging damage standsno longer remotely with the possible social 
damage from the Covid19 virus in an acceptable ratio, it will surpass them many times over.
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 5 of 83 1.4 Protection of critical infrastructures 
When it comes to protecting critical infrastructures, it's almost always - outside of times of 
crisis.about measures that a society can take to prevent possible dangerswant to protect, or as 
with the occurrence of a danger, the damage kept as low as possibleshall be. To achieve these 
goals an attempt is made based on previous onesHazard and risk analysis, a higher level of 
protection of critical infrastructuresto build up and / or to increase social (system) resilience so 
that theoverall social system - including its critical infrastructures - lessvulnerable and less 
vulnerable overall due to a malfunction or the failure of individualCritical infrastructures is. 
Protecting critical infrastructures is challenging for a number of reasonsTask: • A very large 
number of potential dangers must be dealt with, theAdmission in most cases (for which scenarios 
can be created)is relatively small, but in principle at any time despite the low probabilitycan occur. 
So also with damage that statistically only every 100,000 yearsoccurs, we could face tomorrow. • 
The critical infrastructures of modern and successful societies arehighly complex systems of great 
interdependence of their sub-functions. Aserious problem in a single subsystem can become an 
existential oneLead problem of the entire cluster of critical infrastructures (especiallyvividly in the 
scenario of the power blackout or in the event of internet failure). • The resources used to protect 
critical infrastructures are naturallimited, the countervalue for expenses is not visible. Visible and 
tangiblehowever, damage occurs when protection is neglected. TheThe decision for or against 
additional protective measures is usually madeConflicts of goals (e.g. price of the affected product 
or serviceshould / must be low, opposing interests are seen as a priority,Etc.). Because of these 
peculiarities, German society cannot rely on everyonePrepare contingency, there are always 
residual risks . Residual risks are risks we are concerned abouthave not prepared us and will not 
prepare us - for example because this is not possibleor because it doesn't seem proportionate. 
The assessment of proportionalitysociety makes explicit (by the politicians elected by the people of 
theirAct according to or expressly do not act) or implicitly (by not actingInitiative is taken to deal 
with certain risks in an action-oriented manner).
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 6 of 83 That residual risks remain is neither good 
nor bad, it is inevitable. It's not worth itto struggle with it. Precisely because there will always be 
residual risks, it is very important that for theUse KRITIS protection resources effectively and 
efficiently, and above all: atthe assessment of risks not to work very carefully. This motif is 
thecommon thread through this paper. 1.5 Unit KM4 as a resource for crisis management The 
protection of critical infrastructures has two main tasks during the crisis. One existsin 
operationally supporting the protection of critical infrastructures (bringing in their ownExpertise 
and networks in crisis management, monitoring the status quo's more criticalInfrastructures, 
methodological advice). The other, the strategic task of the KRITISIn the crisis situation, Schützer is 



concerned with the effects of the respective crisisthe general level of security of critical 
infrastructures and the level of resilienceto analyze and evaluate our society, and in crisis 
managementto flow in . This strategic perspective is discussed in this paper.
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 7 of 83 2. How were the BMI (and the BReg) on the 
crisis situationprepared? A pandemic has been practiced several times by federal agencies in the 
past and itare numerous recommendations for crisis management in a pandemic that arefeed on 
the one hand from the experiences with the exercises, but also the result ofExpertises are in recent 
years in the BMI with its subordinate authoritiesInvolvement of other experts (including the RKI). In 
this chapterFirst, basic preparatory work was evaluated and then the Lükex exercise 2007and the 
risk analysis from 2012, which the BReg presented to parliament in 2013. 2.1 Notes and warnings 
in previous work on theCivil protection The BMI had expertise in that of its own divisionProtection 
Commission (dissolved in the meantime) had already been informed in 2006 that in aVirus 
pandemic from the protective measures pose a greater threat to the populationcan go out as from 
the disease itself. That wasn't even on oneEconomic crisis, but explicitly on critical infrastructures . 
Quote: "In this context, the planning of measures forMitigation of collateral effects on 
infrastructure is urgentrecommended, as this (e.g. due to transport failures, theFood or energy 
supply) a greater risk to thePopulation can go out than by the influenza itself . " Source: September 
25, 2006 Interim report: Protection of the population from emergingInfluenza viruses, protection 
commission at the Federal Minister of the Interior, working groupbiological hazards 
https://www.bbk.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BBK/DE/Downloads/Schuko/Teilbericht_Influe
nza_05a.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile That the pandemic planning must be geared to the danger 
carefullyto estimate and with the dangers that protective measures can posecomparing results 
from a second statement of the same expertise. TheseThe recommendation was not followed 
sufficiently. Quote: “First of all , a modification of the pandemic planning is necessarytaking into 
account the fact that pandemic influenza viruses are indistinguish considerably between their 
dangerousness (pathogenicity). For a worstcase scenario modeled on the "Spanish flu" from 
1918there are no adequate plans so far . " Source: September 25, 2006 Interim report: Protection 
of the population from emergingInfluenza viruses, protection commission at the Federal Minister 
of the Interior, working groupbiological hazards 
https://www.bbk.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BBK/DE/Downloads/Schuko/Teilbericht_Influe
nza_05a.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile
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200507 Evaluation report KM4 a (2) .docx Page 8 of 83 In the event that that has been expected by 
civil protection authorities for yearsPandemic would have preventative specialty clinicsshould be 
set up. Apparently, this recommendation has not been implemented. We experiencetoday in a fatal 
way the effects of the fact that you meant to save at this pointhave to. The number of hospitals in 
DEU has increased by 20 percent in recent yearssunk. Quote: "The implementation of those 
recommended in the National Pandemic PlanThe working group believes that measures come at 
the country levelsometimes too slow and is not complete. Only a fewFederal states have largely 
completed their pandemic plans. Thehighly recommended setup of center of gravity pawls has 
been outHardly realized for cost reasons. Also the procurement of necessaryEquipment, training 
and practice are at the operational levelnot sufficiently realized. We therefore recommend that 
theCountries in a hurry to complete and the requirements of the nationalTo implement pandemic 
plans. " Source: September 25, 2006 Interim report: Protection of the population from 
emergingInfluenza viruses, protection commission at the Federal Minister of the Interior, working 
groupbiological hazards 
https://www.bbk.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BBK/DE/Downloads/Schuko/Teilbericht_Influe
nza_05a.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile Not even the crisis management staff became systematic in 
the 2020 corona crisisvaccinated against all even remotely similar diseases. That was also a 
recommended oneMeasure of the same protection commission report. With such a measureAt 



best, partial immunity can be achieved, but that too could possibly be fordecide an affected 
employee about life and death - and for the employerAvailability or non-availability of one that is 
urgently needed for crisis managementHuman resources mean. Quote: "Because of a possible 
adjustment of the currently rampantAvian influenza virus H5N1 in humans is particularly 
severePandemic is expected, the working group recommends the immediate oneOrder a small 
amount of human H5N1 vaccine (approx. 2-4 million cans), if necessary for the maintenance of the 
infrastructureto be able to protect indispensable people. Even with a possibleGenetic drift of the 
H5N1 variant type Asia will be this vaccineprobably confer at least partial immunity . " Source: 
September 25, 2006 Interim report: Protection of the population from emergingInfluenza viruses, 
protection commission at the Federal Minister of the Interior, working groupbiological hazards 
https://www.bbk.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BBK/DE/Downloads/Schuko/Teilbericht_Influe
nza_05a.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile
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commission (on Ebola, from 2014) was on itnoted that effective measures to protect against 
epidemic diseasesThere are dangers to our society that need to be taken into account. Also be 
hereexpressly addresses the critical infrastructures , as well as the economic risks involved inDEU 
(in contrast to other OECD countries such as the USA) not treated as CRITICALwill. - This aspect 
should be considered when developing the national KRITIS strategyGermany must be included. 
Quote: "In extreme cases, irrational fears can lead to parts of theAvoid all contact with strangers 
and get away fromkeep supposedly dangerous accumulations. As a resultLoss of work and - if 
critical services , careor infrastructure are affected - including disruptions to the publicTo consider 
life.For these reasons, individual Ebola cases, although inGermany would be well controllable for 
the health system, withconsiderable social and economic risks. "(last highlight as in the original) 
Source: October 15, 2014, OPINION of the Protection Commission to the Federal Minister of 
theInside, the Ebola epidemic in West Africa: potential hazards andRecommendations for action, 
pages 5-6 
https://www.bbk.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BBK/DE/Downloads/Schuko/Stellungnahme_Eb
ola.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile In the current crisis, the actions of other countries have been 
used as a model orPatterns used, although essential framework conditions are not comparable.DEU 
has a much better health infrastructure than most of the othersCountries and in particular has 
higher treatment capacities for highly contagious,life-threatening diseases than any other 
industrialized country. The data available forThe determination of the hazard potential is 
important in DEU is comparatively extensiveand detailed. Quote: “The treatment capacities for 
highly contagious, life-threateningDiseases are higher than in any other industrialized country . " 
Source: October 15, 2014, OPINION of the Protection Commission to the Federal Minister of 
theInside, the Ebola epidemic in West Africa: potential hazards andRecommendations for action, 
page 6 
https://www.bbk.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BBK/DE/Downloads/Schuko/Stellungnahme_Eb
ola.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile
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recommended in 2014, a scientific one in the event of a crisisto create a well-founded, optimized 
security concept. Quote: "13. Creation of a scientifically based, optimizedSecurity concept for 
helpers deployed to the epidemic area(Infection protection under field conditions, medical care 
beforeLocation, retrieval in case of infection, etc.). This is the only effective oneMeasure to 
preventively import Ebola infectionscan be prevented. " Source: October 15, 2014, OPINION of the 
Protection Commission to the Federal Minister of theInside, the Ebola epidemic in West Africa: 
potential hazards andRecommendations for action, page 8 
https://www.bbk.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/BBK/DE/Downloads/Schuko/Stellungnahme_Eb
ola.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile A security concept does not only fulfill the scientific justification 



thatScientists were involved. Because science draws as an overall conceptis often characterized by 
heterogeneous theories, opinions and assessments ofScientists. On the one hand, this means that 
you have one for almost every statementcan receive confirming scientific opinion (expertise) from 
oneScientists' opinion so no claim to truth can be derived. FromThe greatest possible truth can 
only be based on statements that make it onethere is complete consensus because they have been 
proven, and this proof is always therecan be checked. In the case of preventive measures, it makes 
sense to consider possible risks as defined belowdescribe: Quote: "In the context of a risk 
assessment, the term" risk "meansthe potential of an event, public health tooaffect based on the 
likelihood of hisOccurrence and the extent of its effects. " Source: October 2019, RKI: FRAMEWORK 
CONCEPT WITH INFORMATION FOR MEDICAL PROFESSIONALSAND THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE IN 
GERMANY, epidemically significantRecognizing, evaluating and successfully coping with situations, 
page 17 
https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/Infekt/Preparedness_Response/Rahmenkonzept_Epidemische_bed
eutsame_Lagen.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile This assessment of dangers and risks makes sense 
because it prioritizespreventive protective measures. If, as in the present crisis, there are two 
dangers at the same time, these must be addressedusing this method. The methodological 
requirements for theEvidence of the likelihood of occurrence and the extent of its impactmust be 
identical. Otherwise the effects cannot be compared.
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current threats, the corona virus, is externalis caused, and there is great uncertainty about how to 
estimate itemerging threats can be mitigated while we keep the momentum of the secondknow the 
current danger, the economic and social crisis, relatively well(Experience with the 2009 financial 
crisis) and being able to fully control it - at leastas long as it does not develop any uncontrollable 
momentum. And precisely because of this dangerthere must be a very carefully and intensively 
operated and holistic systemicrisk assessment. The problem of parallel risks is known from 
medicine. If a tumor in onevital organ has grown in, you can't just cut it out. 2.2 Notes and 
warnings in publications, brochures and speeches That the assessment of nationwide threats 
("nationwide risk analysis") stillnot enough and urgently needs to be improved, has been known for 
over ten years.This issue had not been integrated in the last change to the ZSKG (2009). In 2012, 
the then head of the BMI's disaster control department found thatachieved essentials in the 
improvement of civil protection and disaster relief, but in particular the nationwide risk analysis 
still needs to be worked through. "As new instruments in the federal-state cooperation, the 
commonReporting and situation center of the federal and state governments, the deNIS database 
for theInformation and resource management, the satellite-based warning system of theFederal 
and, as an organizational focus, the Federal Office forCivil protection and disaster relief 
established. The BBK links everyoneAreas of civil security precaution to an effective protection 
system for thePopulation and their livelihoods ("civil protection") and supportsEquipment and 
expertise of the countries in the event of major claims(“Disaster Relief”) The big decisions in civil 
protection are with itlike. The "New Strategy" is - the last major step was the new lawon civil 
protection and federal disaster relief in 2009 - in theEssentially implemented, even if there are still 
a few points to be worked through, according tonationwide risk analysis. ” (Norbert Seitz, from: 
Writings on the future of the publicSecurity, Thinking the Unthinkable, Future Forum on Public 
Security, 2012Page 36) It has also been known for a long time that in the event of major loss 
situations such as a pandemic, systemicConnections have to be considered. “You wanted to try 
risks and dangers for our societyto compile would be a list of very different phenomenacan put 
together, as has already happened many times: failure more critical
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pandemics , terrorism and (cyber)Crime. The list could easily be expanded. However, it is 
crucialthat the named dangers and risks have something in common: they havesystemic character. 



According to Renn et al. relate to systemic risks“Highly networked problem contexts, with difficult 
to estimateBroad and long-term effects, their description, categorization andCoping with 
considerable knowledge and evaluation problemssind2 “[quoted from Renn, Ortwin / Schweizer, 
Pia J./Dreyer, Marion / Klinke, Andreas2007: risk. On the social handling of risk, Munich: 176] “ 
(Marie-Luise Beck and Dr. Lars Gerhold, FOES, Complexity, Uncertainty and Ambiguity -from the 
arduous handling of systemic risks, from: Writings on the future ofPublic Security, Thinking the 
Unthinkable, Future Forum PublicSecurity, 2012, page 32)The interaction of health protection 
measures with otherssocial areas, were vivid in the last global crisis situation(2009 financial crisis) 
became clear. Crisis management inthe corona crisis can and must be geared more strongly. "(...) 
The current financial crisis, which started as a US real estate crisis, is an exampleBanking sector 
skipped, developed into the sovereign crisis and is currently again theBanks seem to be in trouble. 
As a further side effect , theLoss of confidence of the population in the financial and economic 
system as wellLoss of legitimacy of democracy discussed in the media. ”(Marie-Luise Beck andDr. 
Lars Gerhold, FOES, ibid., Page 32)Crisis management 2020 did not systematically record these 
interactions andnot counted in their effect. It was because of this poor workmanshipnot possible 
to recognize in good time when the collateral damage has the intended effectwould 
overcompensate. The BMI, which has a fundamental responsibility for the protection of critical 
infrastructures, andwould have advertised this extensively on their website (see screenshot in 
Appendix 2)Consider peculiarities of critical infrastructures and actively consider them in theMust 
include crisis management. "(...) cause-and-effect relationships, which are hardly known in their 
ramifications,let alone be controllable. The interdependencies ofCritical infrastructures and their 
cascading effects when disrupted , howeveralso infectious diseases in which there is no clear 
dose-effectThere is a connection and where due to different incubation times the cause(Contagion) 
and effect (illness) can be extremely different in time. " (Marie-Luise Beck and Dr. Lars Gerhold, 
FOES, ibid., Page 33)
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not seem to be very helpful, since it is usually therea minimal consensus is reached, which is under 
some important German standardsthreatens to lie. That the European protective measures for 
KRITIS are not sufficientmoreover, the former Federal Interior Minister de Maizière 2015 in a 
speech. “Also when it comes to protecting critical infrastructures, that is, for our societysignificant 
facilities such as electricity, water and energy supply, the functioningthe banking systems, the 
insurance systems, there is also a need for action in Europe. "(Federal Interior Minister Dr. Thomas 
de Maizière at the Forum International de laCybersécurité on January 20, 2015 in Berlin)During his 
time as Federal Minister of the Interior, de Maizière granted his house that in 2015Mandate to 
further develop the national strategy for the protection of critical infrastructuresand he provided a 
conceptual framework for it. Since then this topic has beenneglected. Despite years of work, the 
project is still far froma result removed. The reason lies - in my knowledge as the first leader of 
thisProject - in multiple administrative awkwardness and failure of your ownHouse (if necessary, 
gladly in more detail). The effects can be seen today: the renewedKRITIS strategy should be the 
first element according to the will of the then Federal Ministerof a new KRITIS package, initiator 
and kick-off for a KRITIS government programwith further measures to protect critical 
infrastructures in order toTo sustainably improve the resilience of our society. By doing that in the 
five yearsNot even a symbolic strategy paper has been created since the work order was 
triggeredthe further process could not be started. The resilience wasnot improved as intended. I'll 
come back to that later. 3. Evaluations of previous exercises How do crisis exercises work?The 
evaluation of exercises regularly reveal serious deficits in theSpecifications and also mistakes of 
those involved in the exercise. These shortcomings and mistakes will beThey are analyzed and 
from them information and new guidelines (procedures) for emergenciesdistilled. It is in a way the 
nature and the purpose of an exercise that it is ina disaster ends. If that doesn't happen, the 
practice was too easy, then you learnnothing from it. Learning from mistakes is the critical success 



factor for crisis management. 3.1 Lükex 2007 A pandemic occurred in the major crisis exercise 
carried out by the federal and state governments in 2007 (LÜKEX)practiced. As a result, exactly 
what was described as one of the major problems of theCoping with the crisis is. The cross-
departmental risk assessment was inadequate. The
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nothing has been learned from the exercise. Leadingtoday that health risk is still the subject of a 
crisis teamwho creates additional dangers with his measures that become so great thatfurther 
crisis teams have to be formed, which now act in parallel. Neither thatRisk analysis and action 
planning are brought together. Quote: “A holistic and cross-departmental risk assessment is 
onlyto begin with. Against this background there are deficitsin the exact identification, the correct 
evaluation, theappropriate treatment and observation of the risks that amake adequate resource 
planning difficult. " Source: 2007 Evaluation report on LÜKEX 2007 (pandemic scenario), page 22 
below ?? The risks of the health crisis are also seen as the more seriousand made the decision-
makers, even though there was no comparison at all. An extremely serious deficit and at the same 
time a massive lack of craftsmanshipCrisis management consists of the inadequate risk 
assessment by theCrisis management. When to identify health hazards to oursSociety (not 
individual individual dangers) uses punctual current datawhose importance for the quality of the 
danger can only be derived from a comparison with others,make extensive data available (in 
particular the numbers on a virusdeceased), this comparison must be scheduled and carried out. 
For comparison: if I want to assess the danger of heavy rain, I have toknow how much rain is safe 
or does not regularly require protective measures,and I will determine how much this level is 
expected to be exceeded.Regular rain also causes damage. Before a heavy rainto be warned 
because significantly more damage will occur, or whether to ward off theadditional damage even 
massive protective measures are necessary depends on howmuch water the expected heavy rain is 
above the average rainfall and inwhich (social) areas this more rainwater in which wayaffects. That 
means: Only when I know whether and how many are above the average amountDeaths lying 
deaths are triggered by a virus and when I knowwhich functional areas of society are likely to be 
affected,can I design appropriate and proportionate measures to meet the duty ofCivil Protection, 
major national threats from our societyavert.
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failed to do this can be blamed for itwrong (inappropriate, ineffective, unnecessary damage-
causing) decisionsis hard to say with 100% certainty - but unfortunately with a lothigh probability. 
However, it can be said with certainty thatProtective measures were decided without knowing the 
danger so well and soto be able to assess how it would have been possible if it was a proper 
oneRisk analysis. The likelihood of doing without comprehensiveComparisons and complete risk 
analysis to arrive at wrong measures goes against100 percent. It would be pure coincidence if the 
measures taken were neither too strong nor toowould be weak, but exactly the right ones. Crisis 
management threatens in oneto become something that shouldn't be: a largely speculative 
oneBusiness with the fate of our community and our population. 3.2 Evaluation of the risk analysis 
from 2012 and references to the current onecrisis The federal government has the legal mandate 
to carry out risk analyzes in the area ofCivil protection - according to § 18 paragraph 1 sentence 1 
of the civil protection andFederal Disaster Relief Act (ZSKG). In this context, 2012 was technicallyin 
charge of the BBK, but with the involvement of all relevant federal departmentsand its business 
unit authorities, a risk analysis that has sinceFederal and state authorities are available. The 
simulated pandemic course wascontributed by the RKI.The contrast between the current crisis and 
the horror scenario of theRisk analysis could hardly be larger (BT printed matter 17/12051 dated 
01/01/2013,Information from the federal government, report on risk analysis in civil 
protection2012). The dangers and effects that generally result from protective measures have 
beennamed in the risk analysis. It was assumed that someoneprovides the right numbers. Like 



today.After we learn in 2020 that protective measures against a much more harmless onePandemic 
could already cause harder collateral damage, that seems to be the case at the timeScenario 
constructed scenario in some points unrealistic. With one like thatsevere pandemic, as in the 
exercise scenario of the BBK, would be considered todayExperience level much more negative and 
disastrous effects on oursSociety and for the population. At some points it willparticularly clear 
and sheds light on the current crisis:
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millions of deaths (as in the risk analysis2012) it would no longer be necessary to impose a block 
on going out. The peoplewould not go out of their house if died around themand any wrong 
contact can mean death within a few days. • On the other hand, a dangerous and health hazard 
would be immediateserious pandemic no longer adhere to such guidelines, the otherintends. And 
the state would no longer be able to curfewto be implemented across the board, as will be possible 
almost without any problems in 2020 - among other thingsthrough polite politesse, who distribute 
nodules with a raised index finger andtry to make a serious impression. The state would have 
onedangerous virus pandemic to do more important with the remaining forces. • Nobody would 
have to be prevented from working, no one wouldgo there if there may be certain death waiting for 
him. Who needs, for example because it is required for the operation of a critical infrastructurebe 
picked up by the police because he doesn't want to move away from his loved ones.• The police 
and military would also be thinned out, security and order couldcan no longer be guaranteed, 
crime would prevail and, and, and.A pandemic with 7.5 million dead would make our society and 
the stateOrder can hardly survive and our civilization may not, ifthe critical infrastructures 
collapse. • In the 2012 scenario, there was an even concern for simplificationof all ages, although 
the age group over 65 years with previous onesCoronaviruses become disproportionately diseased 
and die. ( "For modelingof the numbers of people affected and affected in the scenario, we assume 
that everyoneAge groups are affected equally. " ) - The more likely variant is also in thesars variant 
Covid-19 came into play. With the essential consequence that2020 the working population, for all 
social work and everyoneValue creation processes are needed, as good as not affected - at least 
notostensibly health. In the risk analysis scenario, the broader would have beenAge distribution of 
fatalities to even more severe effects on everyonesocial areas, at least with the collapseof parts of 
the critical infrastructures and the impossibility of survivingPandemic to realize a quick 
regeneration phase. For the latter isunmistakable the quick reaction to dropping all restrictions 
andProtective measures the critical success factor. • In a real crisis, no one would get the idea 
ofFederal Constitutional Court to want to sue that he is a political in this situationMay conduct 
demonstration. In any case, that would not be a report in the newspapervalue.
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analysis is likely to be that of everyoneMeasures must always be taken into account that the first 
warning messages appear asCould point out false alarm. Because effective and comprehensive 
protective measureshas a huge inherent damage potential (as collateral damage). ThisDamage 
potential develops especially in the event of a false alarm and overestimation of thehealth hazards 
its fatal ironic effect. Role of politics The role of politics occurs only marginally, not as an impulse-
giving control unit like it doespresents itself today. On page 68 of the 2012 risk analysis, the 
scenario states: "2.6 Official measuresIn addition to informing the population , the authorities are 
building onexisting plans and past experience, measuresto contain and cope with the event . Crisis 
teams become timelyconvene and take over the management and coordination of the measures . 
Theforward-looking assessment of the situation and the corresponding planning of theDefense 
measures are coordinated at all levels involved. "The risk analysis addresses possible protests from 
the population. "The search for" culprits "and the question of whether the preparations for the 
eventwere sufficient, should still arise during the first wave of infection. Ifdemands for resignation 
or other serious political effectsalso depends on crisis management and crisis 



communicationResponsible persons. ” (Page 80)The corona crisis is also likely to result in blame. 
They willcan hardly be prevented even with skilful public relations work by governments, 
itselfwhen trying to involve the mass media. So far it has not been the target of the statePublic 
relations, to suppress criticism in general. Further information on dangers from collateral damage 
Collateral damage can be expected on a regular basis, which must be the result of the risk 
analysisPay attention to crisis management from the outset. The collateral damage of this scenario 
(7.5Million dead) would very likely lead to a critical breakdownManage infrastructures.
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in concrete terms here, couldhowever be immense. Because at least 7.5 million in the entire course 
of the eventPeople die, despite the age distribution of the mortality rate, is one with deathLarge 
number of employed persons. For example, four million people should be employeddie, if it were 
about ten percent of all employed people, this loss would beeconomically clearly noticeable and 
with a high slump inGross domestic product. ” (Page 78)The cost of such a crisis has an impact on 
the socialSecurity systems. The longer the removal of protective measures is delayed, the morethe 
disadvantage for the welfare state and social peace will be greater. That appliesof course for the 
corona crisis. “Massive costs for the public sector can be expected, including through 
consumptionof medical material and pharmaceuticals as well as through development 
andProcurement of a vaccine. Due to the failure of economic performancelower tax revenues to be 
expected. This is linked to the increase inHealth care costs are expected to significantly burden 
theSocial security systems, especially statutory health insurance. ” (Page78)The problems caused 
by supply chain interruptions were identified in the risk analysisdescribed. And also that the 
disruption of supply chains leads to cascading effectscan lead. “Generally speaking, it should be 
borne in mind that companies are affected by the pandemicmay not be able to compensate even 
with good planning and preparation(General tendencies towards rationalization: thin staff, 
dependence onSuppliers, just-in-time production, etc.). This can even lead to 
worldwideProduction chains come to a standstill.With a view to diverse international ties, there are 
also benefitsfrom other countries of great importance for Germany. Numerous goods andServices 
are provided by only a few key producers worldwide. Consequentlycould also failures in the area of 
imported goods and raw materials in Germanynoticeable bottlenecks and cascade effects. ” (page 
79)We are already observing the effects shown in the corona crisis, although theCase numbers are 
far lower. So the effect was underestimated. Would there be additionalDeaths in the millions would 
hardly prevent the social collapse. Critical infrastructures are affected by this, as is currently the 
development in theDrinking water supply shows (see below).
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difficult to predict. You can be verymay be different, and may also change with timechange. The 
longer the corona crisis, the greater the risksProtective measures are enforced by politics."In the 
present scenario, it is assumed that the majority of thePopulation behaves in solidarity and tries 
the effects of the eventthrough mutual support and consideration. SimilarSolidarity behaviors were 
common in other extreme situationsobserved. Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that an 
increasingUncertainty and the feeling of being in the authorities and healthcare in theBeing let 
down promotes aggressive and anti-social behavior. ” (Page 79) 4. Has the state had enough to 
protect critical people?Infrastructures done? And if not, what is preventing him from doing so? This 
question is important because measures to protect critical peopleInfrastructures the resilience of 
the KRITIS systems and society are increasedcan. The worse the resistance, the more prone to 
failure are critical onesInfrastructures, and the more likely there will be failures with gradual 
limitationscome. The second chapter (see above) already contained the first indications. There is 
no doubt that a lot of activities have been undertaken in recent years. The draft oneThis is shown 
by the accounting of all activities since the decision on the national KRITIS strategy(BBK on behalf 
of KM4). Since it is not solely due to the quality of the individual measuresarrives, and the increase 



in dangers can be offset at the same timeto maintain the net protection effect (resilience balance), 
I am dealing hereall with a strategic perspective. The protection of critical infrastructures is also a 
priority for the federal statesaccepted. The measures taken so far are not sufficient, even if 
sensible stepswere made. “Supply issues hardly play a role in our everyday life. InWe notice the 
extent to which we rely on electricity, water or the Internetonly when the individual supply 
performance is disrupted. The increasingDigitization offers many opportunities, but also harbors 
risks and dangers. That's whywe have to increase the resistance of our critical infrastructures to 
allpossible worst-case scenarios. To the high level of
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Hesse in recent yearsfire and disaster protection as well as cyber and IT securitysignificantly 
strengthened. ” (Peter Beuth, Hessian Minister of the Interior, on one of the HessianMinistry of the 
Interior organized specialist conference in Biebricher Schloss on the subjectCritical Infrastructures 
on November 25, 2019)Former Federal Minister of the Interior Friedrich brought the IT security law 
to the in 2011Way and justified this with the necessary improvement of the protection of 
criticalInfrastructures.“New technologies mean new opportunities, colleague Bockhahn. Through 
the Internetproductivity advances, but also new risks. It all builds on oneincredibly elaborate 
technology. If we have this technology and everythingbrings us quality of life in our daily life, but 
also brings prosperity - thatcritical infrastructure, our power supply, the communication thatWater 
supply, logistics and finance - want to protect, thenwe have to enable the security authorities, in 
particular the BSI, tothe possibilities of defense and with the technologicalChallenges to keep pace. 
It is expensive, but there is no alternative.We have to be able to use our population, our systems 
and oursTo protect public services. That is why it is right to strengthen the BSI. ” (From:Speech by 
the Federal Minister of the Interior, Dr. Hans-Peter Friedrich, on the Budget Act2012 before the 
German Bundestag on November 22, 2011 in Berlin)The implementation dragged on for a few 
years, Minister Friedrich represented this for everyoneOpportunity. Regarding IT security as a 
critical infrastructure, he said in 2013: “(…) Thatshows how important it is that we have our data, 
our lines, our networks, ourMake infrastructure resilient. I've been talking about this for months. ” 
(From: Speech byFederal Minister of the Interior, Dr. Hans-Peter Friedrich, in the debate on the 
consequencesfor Germany from international internet surveillance in front of the German 
Bundestagon June 26, 2013 in Berlin)In the meantime, the IT security law has become a German 
flagship object, although it onlylimited liability unfolds and compliance with law and regulation 
poorcan be verified. This was indispensable as an introduction and offers a good foundation.The 
second, significantly more ambitious stage of the IT security law in the BMIprepared. In August 
2016, the new civil protection concept was launched by Federal Interior Minister de 
Maizierepresented to the public in a Berlin waterworks, is a building block of this conceptthe 
improvement of KRITIS protection. This event was originally purely
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and then finally reacted vehementlygeneral press (especially the broad publications). “The 
population was asked to provide primary care in the event of a crisis for five daysto keep ten liters 
of water per person and a supply of food forten days. Federal Interior Minister Thomas de Maizière 
(CDU) has criticism of the newCivil Defense Concept Rejected. (...) It was a comprehensive, long 
onedeveloped concept beyond any scaremongering, said de Maizière on Wednesday inBerlin. "We 
all want to avoid major crises," said deMaiziere. But it is reasonable to be "appropriate and cool-
headed"Prepare crisis scenarios. (…)The concept has been hotly debated in the past few days. 
UnderOthers are asked to provide primary care in the event of a crisis for fiveDays to keep ten 
liters of water per person and a supply of foodfor ten days. Also considerations on the 
reintroduction of compulsory military service in the event of a crisisand scenarios for operations by 
the Technical Relief Agency (THW) are in the papercontain. For example, it says: “In the event of 
the suspension of execution endingThe Bundeswehr has a need to support military 



serviceEducation organization and housing infrastructure. ” (from: BZ Berlin from8/24/2016, De 
Maizière rejects criticism of controversial concept of civil protection,https://www.bz-
berlin.de/berlin/reinickendorf/de-maiziere-stell-umstrittenes-konzept-to-civil protection-in-
berlin-vor)Even the local advertising papers interpreted and scandalized the statements of 
theMinisters as an indirect call to buy hamsters ."Federal Minister of the Interior Thomas de 
Maizière (CDU) has in the waterworks on August 24thTegel the concept of civil defense previously 
approved in the federal cabinetpresented. The press response is enormous. Thirteen cameras are 
on the podiumdirected, even more writing journalists spread out on the rows of seats, drumthe 
photographers frolic around. Most like to be out during the summer breakthe government district 
to Tegeler See, but the waterworksmost are only interested in the margins. How could it be that 
shortly after the terrorist attacks and the Munich rampageFederal government indirectly calling on 
the population to buy hamsters? That tenorhas many a question, and the minister's answers 
remain similar. Manneeds to adjust civil protection plans every now and then, and have thatthe 
federal ministries are doing regardless of current events.That every household should be able to 
take care of itself for a few daysof course, says the minister, referring to his own"Completed 
basement", in which he does not want to let journalists in. " (From:
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Maizière at "critical infrastructure" ChristianSchindler, from Reinickendorf, August 26, 2016, 00:00 
a.m., https: //www.berliner-woche.de/tegel/c-politik/besuch-im-wasserwerk-thomas-de-
maizire-bei-kritischer-infrastructures_a107515)In specialist circles, the term "hamster purchases" 
is now used as a winged word. WhoeverServing this charge can make any reasonable project fail. 
From the perspective ofPolitics was the expert in the federal and state ministerial apparatusof 
ministries and government headquarters) so far due to the "hamster buying effect"strong enough, 
overdue activities and substantial improvements in protecting criticalDriving infrastructures in 
Germany effectively. The Federal Minister of the Interior defended his request, but was politically in 
troubledevices. From the political field, this effect has been intensified."Criticism like that of the 
SPD, the time for this stoke after the recent attacksThe Minister did not accept uncertainty. "It is 
common for oneDepartmental coordination is completed that it will then come into the cabinet. ”“ 
(From: BZBerlin, August 24, 2016, ibid.)It was only this increased effect that led the department 
management to KM after discussing theThe matter with the minister, who handled the project with 
kid gloves and the internal oneThe request was made to continue working under the public radar 
as inconspicuously as possible.The plan to renew the general KRITIS strategy, in contrast to theIT 
security strategy, drastically downgraded in priority by the ministerial apparatus. Thewould not 
have been necessary (with a view to the IT area). On the actual project workThe renewal of the 
KRITIS strategy had only a limited budgetary stipulationImpact. It was allowed to and should 
remain unchanged, but not exactly by the department managementbe particularly interested or 
enthusiastically accompanied, continue in the specialist department. Key points and drafts have 
been published several times in-house, in the federal and regional departmentscoordinated with 
the countries in specialist working groups. Such technicallyproducts that are not closely 
accompanied by the department management and withControlling targets often have little 
effectiveness and acceptance when they arethe same department head and finally in the final final 
versionbe presented. In this case it was an advantage because the final paper was (from 
minepersonal professional perspective) unsuitable. Due to various adversitiesthe internal project 
management was suboptimal and was in the endwas uneconomical. The department management 
stopped this with the countries at work level (AG KOST KRITIS)fortunately, matched paper is proven 
to be serioussystematic content deficiencies on our own. However, the countries and thatBBK was 
prominently involved in the project about the exact reasons for rejection, which are described in 
comprehensive
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March 2, 2013 also SV AL KM), still unclearcalmly. This is likely to result in the now underLead by 
the federal states continued work on a new draft of the KRITIS strategywill fail again. Of course, the 
decision to lead a renewed strategy,which is ranked in the Federal Cabinet (as in the strategy still 
in force)should be placed in the hands of the federal states, not necessarily constructive. If 
thoseMixed situation is not fundamentally revised and rearranged, even with oneNew start under 
the impression of the corona crisis the project of a renewed nationalKRITIS strategy - also with a 
perspective on the national to be derived from the strategyGovernment Program to Protect Critical 
Infrastructures - Not much for the time beingexpect. 5. What should have been considered in the 
hazard assessmenthave to? Based on the previous knowledge, it becomes clear what a hazard 
assessment isand what it is used for. 5.1 describes a method for checking theQuality of a hazard 
assessment presented. Then different approachesoutlined by plausibility checks. 5.1 Instructions 
for hazard assessment with checklist Any crisis intervention to avert an extraordinary danger is 
based on oneComprehensive survey of decision-relevant facts and an assessment of theimpending 
dangers that include all aspects relevant to the identification of the dangersand justify the need for 
action. Forecasts, scenarios (alternative projections) andMeasures must be subjected to a 
plausibility check before they reach the standardand can be made the subject of decisions. To 
verify compliance with these requirements in a specific situation, you needa checklist derived and 
supplemented from it. If measures of crisis intervention are more than weak negative side 
effectsmust have the original dangers and the dangers arising in oneMulti-hazard assessment can 
be recorded to avoid collateral damagebecome greater than the damage to be prevented by the 
first danger. There is no such checklist yet. It was neither before nor after the Lükex 07or the risk 
analysis from 2012 - which I hereby make up for:
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1: Individual hazard situations Quality control of a hazard assessment and the processes required 
for this No. Requirements / quality criteria 1st assessor 2nd assessor 1 The subject of a crisis 
intervention is the defense againstDangers that do not exist outside of the crisis.2 In order to 
correctly assess a danger, everyone isdecision-relevant facts (data andFramework conditions).3 
Data and framework conditions necessary for the assessment of aDanger are irrelevant in a risk 
assessmentare included - they can falsify the result of the assessmentand lead to wrong 
measures.4 Data collected and general conditions includedchecked, interpreted and evaluated in 
order toto be able to derive a risk assessment for them.5 Only with a correct assessment 
(assessment) of the dangerthe correct need for action can be determined(Effectiveness of 
security)6 Minimum requirement for forecasts and scenarios that are in theDecision making should 
flow, as well as for measuressecurity considerations is the existence of onePlausibility check. 7 
Stressful protective measures are only justifiable as long as theirpositive effect is clearly greater 
than its negativeSide effects (collateral damage). 8 Every assessment can only be as good as scope 
and qualityof the available data and aspects involved. Criterion met:Criterion not or not completely 
fulfilled:
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2: Supplements for multi-hazard situations Quality control of a hazard assessment and the 
processes required for this No. Requirements / quality criteria 1st assessor 2nd assessor 9 For 
others to be added during a hazardous situationDangers and for dangers from (more than 
easy)Collateral damage is subject to the same guidelines (see part1) carried out own hazard 
analyzes. 10 This can only be done with a complete multi-hazard assessmentOverall hazard 
potential of a location can be recognized. 11 Effects of and through any crisis 
interventionexpected collateral damage is regular with each otherto match the potentialRecord 
total damage and align the measures sothat the total social damage as low as possibleis held. 
Criterion met:Criterion not or not completely fulfilled: 5.2 How would a hazard assessment (health 
hazards) look like?Looking for plausibility? We start from the first hazard , the health hazards of 



oursSociety through the new virus, out. We are approaching the problem through a 
functionalAnalysis and compare them later with the existing ones or those created at short 
noticelegal framework. The reason for this is obvious:The main subject of this report is the impact 
on critical infrastructures inGermany, which should be assisted in crisis management, not theLegal 
compliance of crisis management. However, that would be a secondary benefit of the secondFocus, 
which consists in the legal framework on plausibility and suitabilitycheck. Because what use are the 
most beautiful laws if they are not optimal in practicecan help manage a crisis or if they are even 
counterproductive to theCoping with crises works. The basis of any crisis management is the 
assessment of the danger ( see above ), the assessmentpossible damage.
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possible harm to our societythrough a life-threatening illness up to the death of the infected / 
sickto estimate. Since there was insufficient previous experience worldwide and thisdue to 
different framework conditions in the different statesare of limited use, this assessment had to be 
based on the infection,Disease and death events in Germany are carried out themselves. 
Toquantitative assessment had to collect data, or from existing data poolsbe retrieved. The most 
important benchmark is the extent to which so fardamage occurred and its dynamics. The damage 
that a disease can cause is usually inconsequential damage to life quality and death. So these two 
sizes had tocollected and evaluated in context. The context essentially consists of:a) Even without 
a pandemic, there are considerable risks of death. TheLikewise, the probability of dying is exactly 
100 for everyonePercent. b) In a pandemic, a company wants to take special protective 
measurescover additional risks, especially against premature death caused bythe pandemic virus 
could be triggered. The safest indicator of the dangerousness of a new virus is the 
retrospectiveDeath statistics for the pandemic year (and possibly the following years). The danger 
of the virusthe stronger the number of deaths during thePandemic deviates upwards from the 
average values   of previous years. - If itin retrospect, there was a lot more deaths in the time 
interval under consideration, was the virusvery dangerous. If, on the other hand, the death rates 
are in the range of the averageFluctuation range, there was no real danger to society. The death 
statistics, from which we could read the danger, are only available to us in a fewYears. This has 
two consequences:1. Even the old statistics of the past few years are an important resourceare 
indispensable for a hazard assessment. Since we have the death statistics for 2020not have today, 
we have to use practical auxiliary indicators. Aroundthe likely impact on the detailed differentiation 
in death statisticsat least for the recent past days and weeks,we have to keep up with the latest 
deaths, and not just those fromimmediate corona context, from the comparative numbers for 
normal(Average) deaths in Germany, deduct and with theEffects of any periodic virus infections (+ 
possibly otherDisease waves) compare.
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a time lag of a few yearsEveryone will be available, makes all of the expediency and 
appropriatenessmeasures taken by the government can subsequently be fully checked 
andassessable. All disadvantages caused by incorrect or inappropriate protective measures(either 
too many or too few) will have occurred by thenthe bodies and people charged in these weeks and 
months over thehave decided on ongoing measures and will continue to decide. Thecan 
consequently lead to claims for damages, among others, whichFortunately, can only come into play 
if the behavior of theCrisis management and all decision-making processes from today's 
perspective at leasthave withstood a simple plausibility check, or if a carefulPlausibility check was 
undertaken at all. A plausibility check is of course not only recommended for reasons of liability 
law,but also because everyone involved in crisis management is certainly doing the best possible 
jobwant to ward off damage and disadvantages from our country. Strongly intervening state 
protection measures are only reasonable for the populationand be given rationally if they give our 
society (not the individual) a clear oneCan offer an advantage over the inaction of the state. So this 



must also be donethe initiation of the measures, and also continuously accompanying the 
measures,be cross-checked. It is important for several reasons that today's crisis management 
andthe political decision-maker has reasonable plausibility. Because that would beIf there is no 
plausibility, at worst the following consequences would have to be expectedwill: 1. Crisis 
management and political decision-makers could be giganticcause avoidable harm to our society 
that the potential ofCoranavirus can far surpass and trigger unimaginable suffering. TheStability of 
our community and the existence of our state ordercan be at risk. 2. The state faces high claims 
for damages due to obviousWrong decisions. That means following deaths when assessing the 
dangerousness of a new oneVirus for our society are not to be counted as they are within the 
normal rangeThe average range of deaths varies:• Deaths in which an infection with the novel virus 
was detectedcan be, but the disease was not the cause of death• People who were about to die and 
those who were about to comeeveryday stress or additional illnesses (e.g. flu infection,
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treated medically palliative(Death care). Only the then obtained, adjusted number of additional 
deaths occurredBasis for the assessment of the danger of a virus and the planning ofseparate 
protective measures of the state.The risk analysis and planning of protective measures also include 
thatthe negative effects of the measures are always systematically recorded and theEffect must be 
continuously compared and netted in order to be against thegreatest danger of being able to fight. 
Measures must be consistent, their effects must not be mutually exclusivelevel or overcompensate. 
5.3 Plausibility check for the risk from the corona virusby comparing the causes of death Federal 
health reporting, jointly supported by RKI and DESTATISenables everyone to compile statistics on 
the occurrence of death(http://www.gbe-bund.de/glossar/Todesursachenstatistik.html) .Here I've 
modified a table of the 20 most common causes of death toweekly basis for all of Germany a 
comparison between the averageand to be able to make the current death. I have this for the 
firstWeek of the lockout (March 23-29) and the last complete week (April 13-19) in which 
theDecisions have been made to only partially withdraw the measures. The paymentfor deaths 
come from Wikipedia ( https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19- Pandemic_in_Germany , accessed 
on April 23, 20) . The four diseases that are comparable Symptoms like Covid-19, I added together 
(blue).What is still missing to make a meaningful statement are the current onesDeath rates for the 
other 20 diseases. Of course, the original always countsCause of death. This rough overview would 
have to be refined according to age groups.The danger increases the more the average death rate 
is exceeded. Itthe dynamics of the spread must also be taken into account. It won'texceeded, there 
is no particular danger to our society.There are other causes of death that go beyond individual 
meaninghave social, which is also manifested in the death process. The number ofSuicide is 
around 9,000 annually in DEU. How much does this rate increase due to the crisis?Does it rise due 
to the medical threat (the virus) or does it rise because of the negative ones
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(depression, psychoses, ...)? Even biggerDimensions take deaths from alcohol (77,000 deaths 
annually) and tobacco (110,000Dead). These two examples are interesting because they are fully 
commercialized andimportant economic, individual and social interests with each othercompete. 
The focus is on voluntary “enjoyment” (therefore only to a limited extentcomparable to the risks of 
a viral infection. But as a consequence it is also possibleabout life and death and how a society 
changes in the form of legal requirements orprovides ethical orientations to the phenomenon or 
whether it could remain indifferent. InAppendix 3 is just an example of some social framework 
conditions for alcoholand tobacco summarized (market volume, health costs, tax revenue). 
TheDeath statistics will allow conclusions to be drawn as to how the corona crisis affects 
theDeaths from drugs and other substances. Absolute deaths for the 20 most common causes of 
death. This table refers to:Year: 2017, Region: Germany, Age: All age groups, Gender: Overall, 
TOP: 20, Artof standardization: standard population "Germany 2011"info ICD10Annual 



average(2017) Weeklyaverage(2017) Week from23-29 March2020 Week from13-19 April2020 
AgedardizedDeath rate Deaths Deaths Deaths Deaths Covid-19(Coronavirus SARS-CoV-2)000334 
1,621 All displayed ICDPositions 545.9 504.2239,697 ? ? All ICD positions1,017.3 932,272 17,928 
? ? Sum more similarComparative diagnoses114,3102,198 ? ?
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ChronicischemicHeart disease81.6 76.9291,479 ? ? C34 MaliciousNew formation ofBronchi and 
thelung52.2 45,031866 ? ? I21 AcuteMyocardial infarction51.6 46,966903 ? ? F03 Not 
closerdesignated dementia40.4 39,459759 ? ? I50Heart failure39.5 38.187734 ? ? J44 otherchronic 
obstructiveLung disease35.9 32.104617 ? ? I11 hypertensiveHeart disease25.1 24.552472 ? ? I48 
atrial flutterand atrial fibrillation21.8 20.982404 ? ? C50 MaliciousNew formation ofMammary 
gland21.0 18,588357 ? ? R99 otherinaccurate or notspecifiedCauses of death20.7 18.062347 ? ?
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thepancreas20.5 18.005346 ? ? J18 pneumonia,Pathogen not closerdesignated20.2 19,113368 ? ? 
C18 MaliciousNew colon formation17.5 15,715302 ? ? E14 Not closerdesignated 
diabetesmellitus16.1 14.925287 ? ? I63 cerebral infarction16.0 14.864 286 ? ? C61 MaliciousNew 
formation ofprostateXXX ? ? I64 stroke,not as bleeding orReferred to infarction13.2 12,587242 ? ? 
I69 follow onecerebrovascularillness13.1 12,271236 ? ? G20 primaryParkinson's syndrome11.9 
11,050213 ? ? C80 MaliciousNew formation withoutSpecifying thelocalization11.8 10,515202 ? ? 
(unprocessed original as proof of source: http://www.gbe-bund.de/oowa921- install / servlet / 
oowa / aw92 / dboowasys921.xwdevkit / xwd_init? gbe.isgbetol / xs_start_neu / & p_aid = 3 & 
p_aid = 52300294 & number = 517 & p_sprache = D & p_indsp = - & p_aid = 43971634)
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the effects of aEconomic crisis on care The analysis of particularly vulnerable people reveals a 
profile : old age,serious illnesses, need of care, recognizable shortly before the end of life. To the 
potential damage to this target group through a strong and longerTo be able to roughly estimate 
the continuing economic downturn is an examplethe development of the health and care system of 
our society a historical oneBe subjected to consideration. Our society has had a high proportion of 
theirs over the past decadeseconomic surpluses for the expansion of a system with which theTheir 
members' lives could be extended significantly. The averageLife expectancy of the population in 
DEU rose by 13 to 14 years between 1950 and today. Theis a gift that our society has given the 
older generation. It hasas it were, a valid standard developed, which in the consciousness of the 
populationhas become a acquis that nobody wants to fall behind. An important element is the 
optimization of the care sector over the past decades.It is difficult to estimate how large the share 
of increased life expectancy isthe more complex maintenance is necessary, but the economic 
dimensions of theCare sector has good information. I have selected the care industry as an 
example and the central data andFramework conditions prepared in Appendix 4. Brief summary 
information on the care industry and care market: Market volume : 50 billion euros today, 84 
billion euros by 2030(in a growth-reduced scenario according to Roland Berger: 64 billionEuros in 
2030)Employees : 1.2 million today (= 3.6% of all subject to social security 
contributionsEmployees), by 2030 it should be 20% morePeople in need of care : 3.5 million people 
today, probably 4.1 in 2030Million, expected to be 5.3 million in 2050 What should happen if 
these surpluses are no longer available at some point?or even deficits have never been agreed. But 
it is obvious: the expensesand benefits will have to be reduced, care will be worse, thatLife 
expectancy will decrease. A major economic crisis triggered by the corona crisis (or: by the 
mistakes inCrisis management of the corona crisis), this situation will occur even faster thanwas to 
be feared anyway. Discussions about this will be on ours shortlySociety. The expense of care will 
be much more sharp in the future than it is today
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the competitiveness of our economyPromotion of economically usable innovations and the 
qualification ofHuman capital that is limited in DEU (based on the student offspring)natural 
qualities (in comparison to other regions of the world) very special andCare needs. In a further 
stage of my plausibility check, I arrive at further contradictions,which make it very difficult for me, 
forecasts in my area of responsibility, protectionCritical infrastructures to employ:There are far-
reaching restrictions regarding the contact between thePeople and their freedom of movement / 
freedom of movement made by themhowever, so numerous exceptions were allowed that given the 
obviously strongInfectiousness of the disease does not achieve the intended effect of the 
restrictionscan be. Nonetheless, the restrictions remain, the serious negativeImpact on our society 
continues to be in force. I can explain the reasons forunderstand the exemptions well, but still 
cannot avoiddetermine that the actual regulation is leveled. This will have been preceded by a 
decision-making process in which thefundamental danger of the infection was taken into account. 
If the respectiveDecision-makers from a high level of danger and especially from a slight 
oneTransferability, they would have been extensive and also difficultnot allow verifiable exceptions 
to this extent. If the decision makerIf there had been little danger, they would have overall 
restrictionsmust be lifted to limit the damage caused by the protective measuresarises and grows 
up every day. 5.5 Approaches to a plausibility check from the perspective ofPopulation 
development It can be differentiated according to three damage classes and types of protective 
goods:after material damage, after damage from death and damagethrough the loss of life (time) 
expectation.It is possible to obtain comparative figures from resources immediately available from 
the BMIroll over. They served as the basis for my following assessments in publicaccessible 
knowledge of the BiB (Federal Institute for Population Research, theAuthority subordinate to BMI).
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analysis : A strong oneEconomic and social crisis with negative GDP growth of 8 to 10Percent in 
the first year in which the level of prosperity drops in the longer term will not only beLower quality 
of life, but also life expectancy of the population. On April, 24thIn 2020, ECB President Christine 
Lagarde warned the heads of state and government of the EU ( 
https://www.fondsprofessionell.de/news/zahl-tweet-des-tages/headline/zahl-des-tages-15- 
percent-197155/ ) before one Slump by up to 15 percent. How strong the effect will be, and thus 
theThe magnitude / importance of the danger it poses to the population can only be estimatedas 
well as in the collection of health risks from the corona virus. AsThe criterion for a quantitative 
estimate is the increase in life expectancy in thein correlation with the development of prosperity 
in recent decades. Therefore could be feared by those already accumulated to dateGovernment 
measures in the corona crisis have a potential lifetime of up towas destroyed to millions of years of 
the population of Germany. This finding was made by me with relatively simple means and 
certainly quite roughly.It is urgent that the interdependencies I have outlined by expertsFor 
example, to have the BiB clarified and explained at short notice. Crisis management at BRegcan 
only compare hazards if they are up to dateimpending dangers - the danger of corona difficult to 
get sick of and todie, as well as the now emerging economic and social crisis with theirlife-
shortening effects - sufficient information and data availablebe caught up. It is important to make 
up for a previous failure. Individual aspects:Population research - current, issue 4 from 2010• In 
2010 the BiB determined (Population research - current, issue 4 from 2010) thatthe longer life 
expectancy have positive effects on the adult children of the elderlythey are between 50 and 60 
years old. Then the effect turns: The(Adult) children are burdened more by caring for their parents. 
Conclusion: If life expectancy drops, younger people living inWorking lives of an economy are of 
paramount importance because they are theEconomic performance (value creation of a society) and 
for the innovationsare less relieved by supportive and helping parents,and are burdened with the 
burden of caring for their parents earlier than today. theywill tend to perform less over their active 
life phasecan contribute less to tax revenue than today and thatSecuring our society's level of 



prosperity is more difficult.
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Germany 1960–2010 
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lebenserwartunghttps://www.bib.bund.de/DE/Fakten/Fakt/S37-
Lebenserwartung-Alter-65-Geschlecht-West-East-from-1958.html? Nn = 9992060
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measured in terms of GDP per capita in € https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wohlstand Even if you 
take into account that prosperity is and is difficult to measuredifferent measurement methods and 
interpretations are possible (see below, TheMirror), there is no doubt that over time more 
resources forMeasures have been taken to extend the averageLife expectancy served. The 
economic growth of the past few decades that is now massivethreatened to collapse made that 
possible. "Money is not everything: While the gross national income of the Germans in themostly 
increased over the past 15 years, the National Welfare Index fluctuated significantly. In
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total of 21 indicators - of theAir pollution through alcohol and drug abuse to the value of 
housework. "SPIEGEL ONLINE from Der Spiegel, 2.4.2012 
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/soziales/wie-misst-man-wohlstand-kritik-am-gross domestic 
product-bip-a-824877.html Population research - current, issue 5 from 2011• In a contribution 
(population research - current, issue 5 from 2011) it was explainedthat in the course of increasing 
life expectancy, the phase shortly beforeDeath in which there are health restrictions and the 
quality of lifeis bad to very bad. People are doing better for longer. Aindividual recent study could 
make this statement due to very specificAlthough the data basis was not confirmed, the authors of 
the BiB left in 2011on the effectiveness of the so-called "compression of morbidity". Conclusion: If 
life expectancy drops, it may lead to thatPeople in old age will experience more suffering and will 
be exposed to this condition for longerwill be like today (where this condition compares 
comparatively for a shorter timecompressed). • A second contribution from the same issue 
explains thatGenerational conflicts between old and young are not and will not be as strong 
asfeared by many. Three assumptions are given as reasons: The consentthat the elderly have to be 
looked after is very big in society. Furthermoreare the interests of the elderly too heterogeneous to 
be one,homogeneous interests of the whole cohort would come. Even the relatively narrow 
onesFamily connections speak for low conflict risks, because they leadto make mutual support and 
consideration relatively strongare pronounced. Conclusion: In the event of a lower life expectancy 
and poorer economic strengthIn my opinion, significant changes can be expected: The burden on 
the younger,working population increases what is the understanding of the working populationto 
test the need for the co-provision of older generationswill put. The competition of affected groups 
for shares from the social budgetswill increase because the total volume to be distributed will 
decrease. Much will depend on the population's willingness to show solidarity: Quote from the 
conclusion of the article (it's about how stable theGenerational solidarity is and what it depends 
on): “Nevertheless it isGenerational solidarity in times of demographic changeChange and fiscal 
constraints are not a sure-fire success. The
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the generations will also depend on this in the futurethat politics emphasizes the common 
interests of young and old anda split rhetoric is avoided (Streeck 2009: 9). Furthermore appliesit, 
also in the context of welfare state reforms - and that means inTimes of social-political cuts - this 
willingness to show solidaritypreserve and not destroy their base. "Whether under the tough real 
conditions of a massive economic andSocial crisis, as well as with a reduced level of prosperity, 
advertising campaigns byGovernments in the media to hear cross-generational solidarityin society 



(as is often the case today on comparable occasions by callingon and emphasis on ethical norms) 
can still contribute,appears questionable. Perhaps they are viewed by the population rather than 
cynicismfelt by which their feeling of helplessness tends to intensify.It may continue to work as 
long as the state fills the pensionand social security funds can incur additional debt. Because state 
transfers areapparently something like start-up funding and a motivator for practicingprivate 
solidarity: “Public transfers form the basis for private, inner-family onesTransfer services between 
the generations, and especially for thePoor people among the elderly run the risk of reduced 
involvement infamily relationships due to limited resources (Szydlik 2008: 18).Therefore, not least 
in the interest of solidarity between generations, there is alsoFuture the need for a pension and 
social policy that the poorerSocial classes are taken into account and they have full participation in 
the socialExchange enables. " Population research - current, issue 5 from 2013• In a contribution 
from 2013, reference is made to the “third age” in which thePeople with a high degree of 
autonomy and advanced ageExperience quality of life . "Aging researchers describe the stage of 
life between entering theRetirement and the onset of permanent illness-related restrictions,that 
establish dependency on other people as "third age". Itis a relatively new phase of life that has 
been in Germany since the middleof the 20th century in the course of the general extension of life. 
"(Population research - current, issue 5 from 2013, page 2)Social changes will shorten this phase 
when the benefitshealth and social services due to severe lack of money andLoss of wealth in 
society must be reduced.
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from 2015• Contribution (population research - current, issue 6 from 2015). From the foreword: 
“One of the great achievements of modern societiesthe remarkable increase in life expectancy . 
Responsible for thisDevelopment is alongside the growth of prosperity and the increasehealthy 
lifestyle also medical care . "Conclusion: Conversely, that means a decline in prosperity to onewill 
lead to lower life expectancy. By the protective measurestriggered economic and social crisis lose 
the members of ourSociety years of life. Because the increase in life expectancy within the past50 
years is over ten years (both women and men asalso at), it must be assumed that in the event of a 
relapse onthe level of prosperity in 2000 or even 1980 with a loss of at least an order of 
magnitude of several million years of life for our society is going out. 5.6 Digression quality of life 
in old age and mortality (Source: Methods and foundations of the life situation approach, ZeS 
(Center for Social Policy) at the University of Bremen,Wolfgang Voges, Olaf Jürgens, Andreas Mauer, 
Eike Meyer, final report, November 2003, for download atthe BMAS website: 
http://www.bmas.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/PDF- Publications / research project-a350-
methods-und-bases-des-Lebenslagenansatzes.pdf? __ blob = publicationFile) Quality of life in old 
age depends, among other things, on the retirement age. Through theThe need to work longer 
consequently reduces the quality of life. “In the last third of the employment phase, people only 
really become aware that life is timeis a scarce commodity. Against this background, they are 
leaving as early as possibleinterested in working life in order to no longer face the 
constraintsSubject to gainful employment. ” (Page 145) The early exit from working life is only due 
to an interest situationlead, but corresponds to the stress of working life. “The perception of work 
requirements as burdens often results fromdeclining individual performance and insufficient 
resources,to compensate for the increased stress resulting from the workcan. By workers in the 
late stages of working life who have seriousFour fifths considered symptoms of physical and 
mental fatiguedrawn to retire early from work and retire (Voges 2003c).
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due to reduced ability to workWorking life (VDR 2001). Almost two thirds of these early retirees 
areformer workers. In contrast, more than half of the early retirees come from theEmployee area. 
In nine out of ten cases there is an illness and only in everybodyTenth an accident. " (Pages 145-
146) The proportion of early dropouts from working life has been relatively high for a long time 



(inprevious quote, 2001 figures were taken into account). With stronger competitionand increasing 
stress on the job market is expected to increase that numberwill continue to rise. It may still be 
necessary to continue working in an emergency, whathowever will lead to a lower life expectancy. 
Even with early retirement according to the current system (with stable prosperity), they 
hadAffected health problems on average faster than severethe longer working. "An early transition 
from working life to retirement does not meanthat this opens up a carefree retirement life with 
better life chances.Rather, the reality shows that the chances of this depending on the retirement 
date in theLife course are distributed very differently. 5% of those insured with the GEK take part55 
to 57 years, 38% with 58 to 60 years, 44% with 61 to 63 years and only 13% with 64retired up to 
66 years. The health complaints cause that in the agedfrom 55 to 57 years old, the need for long-
term care occurs earlier in life than whenthose who will later retire from working life. Of theseEarly 
retirement requires more than one percent in need of care right from the start of retirement. ” 
(Page 146) Your need for care occurs faster and puts a strain on your health and social 
systems.Your risk of mortality increases sharply. “After five years, the proportion rose only slightly, 
because a large part of thein need of care has meanwhile passed away. A fifth of those aged 55 to 
57has already passed away at this time. A comparison with those aged 58 to 60,61 to 63 years and 
64 to 66 years retired shows that the nursing risk for thisPensioners are well below one percent. 
The mortality risk is also sufficient with 5 to 6%hardly approach that of the 55 to 57 year old 
pensioners (Voges 2003c). " The realization that the vulnerability of retirees - and therefore theirs, 
seems trivialQuality of life - depends on your state of health. "The health problems also increase 
the vulnerability of the life situation ofPensioners. ” (Page 147)
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forRisk assessments and decisions aboutMeasures were used Crisis management is available as a 
data source for risk assessmentAvailable:• Daily reports and analyzes of the joint crisis team of 
BMI andBMG (these are compiled by the Robert Koch Institute and focus on thehealth situation; 
recently added by individual building blocks from othersSecurity-relevant areas such as BW, 
extremism) • Reports from the internal BMI location service (published by the situation center of 
theBMI and are also based on the RKI preparations) • Internal security situation service (published 
by the situation center of the BMI andare also based on the RKI preparations)• Reports and 
management reports from the Cyber Defense Center (Cyber-AZ)• Reports and reports from the BSI 
(different formats on daily, weeklyand monthly basis)• BBK management reports on status in 
critical infrastructures • Management reports of the joint reporting and situation center of the 
federal and state governments(GMLZ) The above-mentioned preparations are not intended for the 
general public, but for onelimited circle of people accessible, especially to those with theCrisis 
management in the corona crisis are concerned (federal and state level). ThePreparations are 
subject to special confidentiality (VS - only for theOfficial use) and must not be given outside. The 
preparations are lyinghowever based on data that are published predominantly simultaneously (see 
thepublicly accessible reports of the RKI on its website). Some of the sources mentioned were 
analyzed in the context of this workUsability for hazard detection and for hazard detection in the 
area ofCritical infrastructures.
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reports (until April 7, 2020) Distribution list: BMI management reports: internal BMI; Internal 
security management reports: ChBK, AA, BMF,BMJV, BMVg, BMAS, BMEL, BMG, BMU, BMVI, BMZ, 
BMWi, BPA, BPrA, BT, All IM, BAMF(LZ), BBK, GMLZ, BDBOS, BfV, BKA Wiesbaden, BKA Berlin, BKA 
Meckenheim, BPOLP,BSI, THW, BND, ZKA, DHPol, GBAIn the BMI management reports (and verbatim 
in the internal security management reports), theformed the basis for assessments and decisions 
in crisis management,The following data were used to describe the potential dangers of the Covid-
19 virusdetected. In the first phase, two values were recorded and their derivations(Increase, later 
conversion to every 100,000 population, ...): a) Number of positive tests (were reported as infected 



or cases) b) Number of deceased The following table provides an overview of the data:The 
evaluation of the above data reveals:1. The reporting was partly incomplete. 2. The report 
categories changed several times, some of them changed againpicked up. 3. The data contradicted 
each other in part (stagnation of developments, declining (!)Total number of deaths, ...).
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were for the assessment of the danger posed by theCorona virus run out, not appropriate (see the 
other chapters of this report). TheDangers that the virus actually poses for the population of 
Germany couldso that are not captured. 5. The international figures were also disregarded the 
specificnational context in the reports and by including them inreporting in the crisis team 
indirectly creates pressure to act. It always wasjust reported on the countries where spectacular 
peaks can be observedwere. A generalizable knowledge could not be gained from it.Relieving data 
were not included, even though they were also publicly availablewere (e.g.: 
https://swprs.org/covid-19-hinweis-ii/#latest ) . 6. On the contrary: Despite excessive 
information about Coronatote, it became apparent how smallthe danger of everyday health risks 
(such as an influenza wave)always tended to be (see the blue-printed comparison figure in the 
bottom line of theTable. 7. The addition of any deceased person who was infected to the numbers 
forCoronatote led (and continues to lead) to a distortion in the perception of theDeath events and 
among other things also prevents the consequences ofCollateral damage can also be assigned to 
these. So they stayedstatistically invisible. - Example: A person who is not an endangered 
grouplistened to, and who, despite infection, did not fall ill with Covid-19, dies as hersScheduled 
cardiac surgery cannot be done to the clinic due to cancellationHeart problems; this person would 
not be a victim of the protective measures, butcounted as a victim of viral infection. Statistic 
statements are trueConditions in this case upside downThis highly problematic method of 
counting and counting for the documentation ofCorona dead, which were granted by the RKI in 
early March 2020to date, the data has been falsified and manipulated because itThe effects of the 
protective measures are masked and suitableprevent the two key threats to our society 
(dangersdue to illness, dangers due to protective measures)can. In this falsification of elementary 
key data is theFoundation stone laid for wrong decisions at the expense of the population. 
Conclusion: The reporting in the management reports of the BMI was for the assessment of 
theholistic danger situation with which our country is confronted cannot be used becausethey only 
dealt with health issues. Monitoring aboutThere was no collateral damage. Even the health data 
was notapt to assess the extent of the dangers to our societywere not differentiated enough, 
especially not in the context of the overall
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The documented in the reportsHowever, data was not only unusable, it also prevented or made it 
difficultby an effect that I have explained in point 7 (see above), oneInventory of other decision-
relevant data, which also (still)are not the subject of the management reports. Depending on the 
extent of theLabeling suggests that the data of theDecision-making processes in crisis 
management must be considered manipulated. I myself have informed my superiors of this several 
times in writing and specificallyMade suggestions on which meaningful data was collected, or by 
the ministrieswould have to be claimed (Annex 5). The explanations also include extensive 
onesExplanations for understanding the function of the data for hazard assessment and 
inMechanism for crisis management, not only in the health sector. The crisis teamwas part of my 
analysis and suggestions / suggestions since March 23, 2020(Annex 6), I submitted a "Political 
Analysis" in its first version on March 27, 2020(finalized official KM 4 version of May 7, 2020 in 
Appendix 8). 6.2 Evaluation of the new situation picture of the crisis team of BMI and BMG(from 
April 8, 2020) As of April 8, 2020, reporting on the current corona data in the BMIManagement 
reports ended. Reference was made to the separate management report of theCrisis teams from 
BMI and BMG, which should take over the reporting. This toonew format addresses the health 



aspects. Monitoring aboutThere is no collateral damage. Preliminary noteData are needed to 
determine the dangerousness of the virus to the population in DEUdiscretion. The suitability of the 
management reports for this purpose has been examined here.Whether the risk is so great that 
separate protective measures have to be taken and howComprehensive measures should depend 
on how many people are afterprofessional and very careful forecast, probably in addition to 
theaverage expected deaths of our society from the newVirus will die .
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disadvantages and risks, including deaths, theDetermine the scope of measures by comparing the 
effects(Effects without and with protective measures). Critical comments (based on the report of 
9.4.20.)• The number of cases apparently includes people in whom the virus has been detectednot 
that of the sick and not that of the already immunized.An infection without consequences does no 
harm to the infected (also formild to moderate disease courses and immunized). ToThe risk is 
primarily assessed by the number of those seriously affected by the virusneeded that they could 
die because that is the subject of the danger thatto ward off the crisis management of the state 
from society. The numberthe asymptomatic infected is needed separately - to assesssubordinate 
partial risks (probability of infection). Numbers of a currentReporting are only if they are 
differentiated into these two big blocks,important as action-relevant information and can only be 
found in thisCompilation and in the context of other indicators for planning measuresbe used. • 
The daily increase in numbers is transmitted. However, the number of im is missingsame period of 
testing performed, as well as the proportion of reasons for testing(due to corona-specific 
complaints or symptoms, othersSuspicions, as a secondary finding of another investigation, 
without cause, ...).This would have provided insights into the degree of infection, among other 
thingscan. • Deaths are now apparently limited to people suffering from the virus( " 2,107 deaths 
related to COVID-19 disease" ). It should nowtherefore no longer counted any person who carried 
the virus but did nothe was sick. Is it really like that? Can you rely on that?• When analyzing the 
cases and assessing the dangerousness of the virusparticularly important deaths, the age is 
statistically evaluated,but not the condition of the person (“86% of deaths and 16% of all cases are 
70Years or older "). When assessing the dangerousness is specialImportance of how large the 
proportion of those who are shortly before the virus infectionDeath, where the foreseeable 
impending death would have no means
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numbers for the period under considerationAverage deaths required (based on causes of death 
and age, if applicable). • There is talk of clusters in nursing homes and hospitals ( “It is piling 
upreports of COVID 19-related outbreaks in retirement and nursing homes as wellin hospitals. In 
some of these outbreaks is the number of people who diedcomparatively high. "). This was an 
indication of an extremely dominant target group/ Risk group given. That should have been a 
compelling reasonreview the aforementioned aspect and adopt a specific protection 
strategydevelop, as well as general restrictions for the general populationto take, or to recommend 
this. • Time history: The graphics for the time history: It remains open whether theDifferent types 
of entry lead to multiple counts of the same casecan. A graph would have been better, in which (in 
retrospect) the cases afterOutbreak of the disease (i.e. the one relevant to the process)Time) - the 
opposite is done in the following graphic, it is separated afterBreakdown of reporting days. It is 
clear from the first graphic that theCase numbers were already falling when the measures were 
decided and implemented(end of March 2020). • Demographic distribution: Here the distribution 
would be relevant for the deaths (iethe figures for the greatest danger the state is supposed to 
protect against, not that ofThe totality of all infected (including all permanently symptom-free). 
This part of theReport is purposeless. • Clinical aspects: "Clinical information is available for 
82,187 cases."Analysis results of this sample are not transferable to the total number becauseit is 
not specified what percentage of the dead on this 75 percent share of theInfected are eliminated. 



The same section then talks about the 2,107 deceased, so that's itno longer the cases introduced 
at the beginning of the section, for medicalInformation provided. • Further clinical demographic 
aspects are dealt with: “TheThe median age is 82 years, the range between 26 and 105 years. Of 
theDeaths were 1,819 (86%) people aged 70 years and over. In contrast tothe proportion of = 70-
year-olds in all reported COVID-19 cases is only 16%.- Reports of COVID-19 outbreaks have been 
piling up in recent daysRetirement and nursing homes and in hospitals. In some of these 
outbreaks isthe number of deceased is comparatively high. " Since these mainTarget group / risk 
group is apparently the highest age group that is also inin normal times the largest proportion of 
those who usually die in DEU is absent(about 920,000 in DEU annually), further differentiation 
would have been made here
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management - i.e. data,that enable really purposeful measures (see above). • The number of 
reproductions is an abstract that cannot be adequately explained. AsCrisis manager, I can’t follow 
a given link and get into oneIncorporate scientific methodology before continuing my work. ACrisis 
management cannot do much with it. That number in the reportperforming is not for better 
orientation, but for confusing theCrisis management. This is especially true since these numbers 
are already uncertainare described and / or based on numbers that are also uncertain. • Data on 
the intensive care beds are unreliable because the acquisition system has been changedhas been. 
The level of utilization of the available capacities would be informativeTo see look. • "Results from 
further surveillance systems of the RKI on acute respiratoryDiseases ": With the elaborate 
protective measures spread - how towas expected - also all sorts of other diseases . "The contact-
reducingMeasures that are carried out all over Germany seem to be clearcontributed to the 
reduction of the transmission of acute respiratory diseases. " - ThisInformation is incomplete and 
must be reformulated into action-relevant statementslike this: “Through the social isolation and 
distancing measuresdiseases were not abolished, but postponed. "There is no informationor 
predictions for the alternative strategy of rapid infection. TheseInformation is incomplete and 
therefore about decision makingMeasures irrelevant as long as key data are not available - e.g. 
oncurrent degree of infection and to delimit the targetedDisease strategy. • Note on the epidemic: 
The degree of epidemic should be surveyedas far as I know it takes between 7 and 10 days. RKI 
opened on April 8thannounced plans to start studies on this. It is also completely inexplicable (and 
aserious technical error of crisis management) that this is not yethave been carried out, especially 
after these studies have been public for weekswere requested. • With the complicated and 
confusing results from the surveillance systemsof the RKI is not understandable, what they do to 
the risk assessment by theCrisis management can contribute. • Risk assessment by the RKI: This 
risk assessment may be for a very special oneView of scientists and specialist statisticians. For 
theAssessment of the dangers posed by the virus to the general population,this RKI assessment 
cannot be used:
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Germanyserious situation. ” That doesn't say much. What is going ondetermined that the dynamic 
situation should be taken seriously? Which means exactly"Take seriously" in this context? Whether 
and how serious the developmentmust be taken, the crisis managers decide, not thosescientific 
advisors (because they obviously know themDelimitation indicators for social risk assessment not). 
o “In some cases, the course of the disease is difficult, even fatalDisease courses occur. " For 
nationwide civil protectionthe expected impact on the entire country must be considered. Forthe IT 
security law has been affected in many sectorsset by 500,000 citizens as a relevant size. It 
workednot about human life and the lifetime of people, but it willclearly that the assessment of 
risks, such as fatalDisease courses, always by their amount in relation to the total numberdepends. 
o "The number of cases in Germany continues to increase." This statement alone leadsno 
meaningful knowledge for crisis management (see above). o "The threat to the health of the 



population in Germany is increasingcurrently assessed as high overall, for risk groups as very high. 
“ AusIt cannot yet be deduced from the above figures that "the" health of a personPopulation of 80 
million people is at high risk - at the normalFlu has been more than ten times as high in recent 
yearsPeople have died, as has been the case with Corona this yeardied. What is more important, 
however, is: Without knowing the numbers, explicitlyCorona deceased and without knowledge of 
the degree of infection of thePopulation cannot make any statements about the danger to the 
populationbe made!o However one compares the effects of corona and influenzawould like to 
describe in detail, given the following comparative figuresyou need a really convincing additional 
explanation andLegitimacy for the serious corona-relatedProtective measures:
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additionseizedProtective measuresDeathsbycorona in 2020 In additionseizedProtective measuresin 
DEU 25,000no approximately 5,500comprehensiveActivities; to a serious oneEconomic andSocial 
crisisleading1,500,000 worldwide(1.5 million)no approx. 200,000 
differentiatedActivities;differentlypronounced o “The likelihood of serious illnesses 
increasesincreasing age and existing medical conditions. This threatvaries from region to region. " 
This is not a unique selling point for Corona,but rather trivial, viewed in isolation without further 
gaining knowledge. o “The burden on the health system depends largely on the regionalSpread of 
infection, existing capacities and those initiatedCountermeasures (isolation, quarantine, social 
distancing) from time to timecan be very high locally. ” These are relative statements and 
trivialities thatno specifically measurable or verifiable for the assessment of hazardsProvide clues. 
o "This assessment may change at short notice due to new findings." TheThe RKI's assessment is 
evident for long-term measuresgenerally not usable. Complemental description: On May 7, 2020, 
the management report of the BMI-BMG crisis team always includedno documentation of the 
collateral damage yet!
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the previously under 6.1. BMI situation reports examined (conclusion)also for the management 
report of the crisis team to be assessed here. The data provided by the RKI are not the basis for 
decision makingto use. The evaluations of the RKI are not based on the data presentedcovered. 
The ratings are often speculative, sometimes implausible. UnfortunatelyThe crisis team's 
management report consists solely of the preparation of this data.It is necessary to request 
specific data from BMG or through BMI itselfprocure to finally get the dangers of the corona virus 
on our societyto be able to estimate reasonable accuracy and the measures on thisAlign 
assessment. The one - sided use of data and assessments by the RKI for theDecision making 
process of crisis management is given the diversity ofavailable institutes, facilities and experts not 
acceptable. Because of theThe far-reaching effects of the protective measures introduced will vary 
fromThe basis of the database and its interpretation is the future fate of ourDepend society. It is 
imperative from a civil protection perspectivenecessary to different sources also competing with 
each otheropen up. A detailed explanation of the data required for the decision-making process 
can be foundas already mentioned, in Appendix 5. 6.3 Additional evaluation of a recent edition of 
the management report ofjoint crisis team BMI-BMG - specifically examined version from 22.April 
2020 The management report should be an important decision-making basis for crisis 
managementbe. In fact, it can't do much. The report was getting over timein more detail. On April 
8, he started with 8 pages, now it is 16. The salary atdecision-relevant information is just as small 
as at the beginning.
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to one anotherAssessment and a comparison of dangers and risks. (Source: from the examined 
management report, page 2) For comparison, the development curve of influenza cases in theFlu 
season 2017/18 (according to RKI) considered. The rise in the curve rises more steeply than 



inCovid-19 (despite lower portability), and drops even more steeply. (Source: RKI)
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measures taken in DEU by the fact that theyprevent (slow down) infection, and at the same time 
reach the end quicklythe (health) crisis - and of course slowing down all collateral damage -
prevent. This could be checked with a correct hazard analysis and assessment,eg according to the 
method described in this document. A detailed analysis of intensive capacities andHospital beds 
are not needed at all. It is enough to make it clear that theCapacities are far from being fully 
utilized and how large the reserves are. Furthermorewould have to be recorded as meticulously as 
many OPs because of the restrictiveMeasures could not be carried out (compared to average values 
and specificallycanceled appointments) and what damage (including deaths) has occurred so 
farare. Some of the data and explanations for test capacities contain irrelevant onesInformation 
(number of reporting laboratories), incomplete information (differentiation inoccasionless test and 
suspected cases, possibly post-mortem), but above all it is not clear whatto testify. The crucial 
number is still missing: the approximate numberDegree of infection of the company in DEU. This is 
not even a guessemployed. The test capacities are now high overall. If the price per test is 
stillwould have been around 200 euros, the tests would have cost 6 billion euros to date. One is 
missingIndication of the total number of tests and the cost because that is a relevant factor for 
theRepresents test options. Testing should also be examined from an economic point of view: Do 
we actually still need the many tests? What benefits exactlydo we get from so many tests and data? 
What is the relevance of the test datafor the decisions of crisis management. Could the information 
be different (cheaper)be won? Who makes everything from it? In addition, information on accuracy 
is missingof the tests. It sometimes gives the impression of "designing" information . That limits 
theAdditional usability of the management report .• Page 12 (tendentious) in the context of 
extremist groups: “The Federal Governmentis accused of a targeted disinformation campaign 
about the pandemic. "Those presented by the Federal Government to justify its 
measuresInformation, like mine, was of no use for a hazard assessment
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outsiders asDisinformation campaign is interpreted is an adequate (traceable)Perception. If the 
information here in the context of extremist groupsis given, justified reservations that exist in 
society, withEqual to extremism. This leads to a downplaying of extremism. Anddiscrimination 
against sections of the population who use their minds. • Page 12: “An increase in violence in 
families and relationships can be seen inDo not currently recognize bright field data. The 
telephone and online advice fromHowever, the Federal Ministry of Family Affairs recorded double-
digit growth for Marchcompared to the previous months. "It is imperative of a sharp increase in 
violence in families and relationshipsgoing out. The fact that there are no findings from the bright 
field is no indication thatthat it wasn't. Here, through selective representation and 
recourseunusable data gives the impression that there are no significant problemswith domestic 
violence and indirectly: the measures taken are half as bad.The occupancy of places in women's 
shelters is known, that would be a better oneIndication. Page 14: Other relevant key economic and 
economic data can only be found in the situation picturefor other countries and the EU, but not for 
DEU. That is given the accumulatinghigh collateral damage incomprehensible. Unfortunately, it 
proves again that thatCrisis management still does not compare hazards on April 22, 2020can 
make and does not. Expenses for BW are presented on pages 15 and 16 in a graphically complex 
manner. This israther a look at the capacities used, than useful information for theDecision 
making. Overall, it is terrifying that after the many weeks that have already passed, theCrisis, and a 
broad public discussion still no description of the situationis available, which provides clues for 
assessing the existing dangers. 6.4 Evaluation of the framework for crisis management The 
standard for the work of crisis management is normal . "The term crisis management is the 
creation of organizational andprocedural requirements understood, the fastest possible return of 



thesupport the normal situation that has occurred. " (" Information of theBMI staff on structures 
and procedures in crisis management ”from 2014, page 3)
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There would have to be data for theNormal state, and there should be a comparison with the 
current is-Numbers are made. Which would have to be recorded for the arithmetic deltaPart of the 
pathogen and which part of the collateral damage. “The BMI crisis team is the central crisis 
response tool, the structure of which is alsoBasis for the joint crisis teams of the BMI with the 
BMUB and the BMI with the BMGforms. “ (ibid., page 6) The joint crisis management team of BMI 
andBMG the action-triggering element. The crisis team is headed by aState Secretary or Minister is 
perceived: “The core of the crisis team is made up of the members of the crisis team (AL Z, AL KM, 
AL B, IT director,Press Officer and Head of Situation Center) under the direction of a State Secretary 
or Minister.The head of the crisis team is provided by personal assistance services in a business 
roomsupported. The permanent representative is the head of the ÖS department in police 
situations or the head of theDepartment KM in non-police situations. ”(Ibid., Page 6) Since the 
corona crisis is primarily a non-police situation, the AL is the oneDepartment KM the intended 
vice-chair of the crisis team. “With this in mind, the BMI and BMUB have dealt with each other in 
the event of serious danger and damage situationsthrough crimes involving radioactive substances 
as well as BMI and BMG in the event of a pandemic and theBioterrorism on the formation of joint 
crisis teams based on the model of the BMI crisis teamnotified. The formation of joint crisis teams 
creates department-specific interestsbundled and selected a uniform departmental crisis 
management approach, which theAllows opportunities to take advantage of all existing options for 
action. They form theException to the otherwise applicable departmental principle. ” (Ibid., Page 6) 
There has been a deviation in the corona location. Vice Chairman is AL ÖS. AL KM will(according to 
the organization chart of the crisis team dated March 23, 2020) only “on demand”. ItIt remains to 
be seen whether this has happened because the crisis team as bio - terrorismPandemic 
background suspected (in which case AL ÖS would be the regular vice chairman of theCrisis staff, 
see above). In the event of the pandemic (due to the very high risk of collateral damage)the 
economic, financial and social departments are also involved. This ishappen. Due to the 
fundamental responsibility for KRITIS, it would be helpful if BMI included theWould coordinate 
departments with regard to possible KRITIS collateral damage (KM, possibly withCI). This lends 
itself to the fact that in a pandemic critical infrastructures in all sectorsare equally affected and no 
overall situation is otherwise determined (sectoralDepartmental responsibility). When revising the 
framework for the crisis responsea pandemic, a solution should be found for this functional need.
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BMG] is the central crisis response tool of the BMI and theBMG and is to coordinate a nationwide 
coordinated approach to health protection in coordination withensure the crisis teams of the 
federal states. " (ibid., page 9) That the task force in a pandemic has the sole task ofEnsuring 
health protection appears as a deficiency in the frameworkCoping with a pandemic. "The Joint 
Crisis Unit is regularly jointly operated by the State Secretary of Securityof the BMI and the State 
Secretary of the BMG, unless the Minister oranother state secretary takes over or a responsible 
department headthe line is transferred. The permanent representative of the State Security 
Secretary is theHead of the KM department at the BMI, in the case of bioterroristical danger and 
damage situations, the head of theDepartment ÖS in the BMI. ” (Ibid., Page 9)"The BMG is at the 
level of department heads (member of the joint crisis team) by theHead of department 3 as well as 
a separate staff area health risks in commonRepresent the crisis team. ” (Ibid., Page 9) The BMG is 
only represented in the crisis team at AL level. BMI is in the comfortablePosition to be able to exert 
greater influence on crisis management. In the event ofA pandemic is helpful - but only if there is 
an appropriate hazard analysisand evaluation is carried out. That is not the case in the corona 
crisis until early May 2020Case. The BMI has its own risk analysis and assessment of the overall 



situation inthe corona crisis is not. For the status reports of the joint crisis team with BMGAt the 
beginning only data processing and evaluations from the business areaof the BMG, later these 
were contributed by individual small contributions from the BMIsecurity policy reference and any 
international reports.In this crisis, the risk assessment was at every moment alone by theHealth 
policy determines. This has to be seen as another shortcoming. Cooperation with the countries in a 
pandemicThe common crisis instrument of the federal and state governments is the so-called 
IntMinKoGr,the "Interministerial Coordination Group of the Federation and the States": "The 
IntMinKoGr is the joint coordination committee of the federal and state governments in theand 
damage situations that are unlikely to be dealt with as part of the usual administrative 
assistancecan. This essentially includes long-lasting and extensive damage and hazard 
situations(e.g. accidents in nuclear power plants at home and abroad, pandemics, major natural 
disastersExtent), which affect several federal states and a high advisory andThere is a need for 
coordination. The IntMinKoGr has the task to advise and to the affected countriessupport and 
coordinate decision-making by the federal ministries. ” (ibid., page 10) The IntMinKoGr has the 
tasks “on a cross-federal and cross-borderApproach to work " and " due to technical expertise in 
crisis managementAdvising actors ” .
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advised based on the risk analysis of thejoint crisis management team BMI-BMG (set out in the 
management reports). Since theRisk analysis was one-sidedly focused on health policy aspects and 
oneindependent holistic risk analysis and assessment did not take place at all,the advice to the 
federal states could also only be deficient. On this basis, howeverfar reaching decisions made. The 
BBK, which is responsible for the development of methods for risk analysis, among other 
things(supported by the BMI Situation Center) in the crisis the task of an office of theIntMinKoGr 
true: "The tasks of the GSt IntMinKoGr are carried out by the Federal Office for Civil Protection 
andDisaster Relief (BBK) taking into account the resources of the Common Reporting andLocation 
center perceived by the federal and state governments (GMLZ). The BBK provides the staff for the 
GStIntMinKoGr. The BMI situation center supports the work and ensuring the operation of theGSt 
IntMinKoGr at the office of the BMI in Berlin. ” (Ibid., Page 11) That is particularly qualified and 
qualified in matters of risk assessment, even in pandemic situationsIntegrating experienced BBKs 
closely into crisis management is the right element. The role of the chancellorIn the event of a 
particularly severe crisis, the Chancellor takes over the coordinationand leadership. "For crisis 
management at the federal level, depending on the specific risk orThe responsible department is 
responsible for the damage. The ChancellorHowever, responsibility for coordination / leadership 
may be given the specialImportance of a situation that has occurred, take over. ” (Ibid., Page 14) It 
remains unclear what this “leadership role” means. For example, it could mean that theChancellor 
communicates the decisions prepared by the crisis team to the outside world(like a speaker 
function, in combination with a kind of mass psychological supportthe population). But it could 
also mean that the Chancellor is completely free to followFeel good mood, or decide according to 
your own fixed criteria. signs there wereMeeting in the chancellery. In all of the result logs I've 
seen, thebased on the same management reports and data as in the joint crisis management team 
of BMIand BMG. At the political level, the failure of the comprehensive has failedand systematic 
hazard analysis and assessment directly impacted and everyoneProbability led to serious wrong 
decisions. "In the departments that can help to cope with a hazard or damage 
situation,precautions (e.g. organizational-technical preparations, accessibility regulations)taken in 
order to be able to call up specific crisis teams at short notice. The crisis team of the leadMinistries 
take over the coordination in the federal government as well as coordination with those of the 
danger orDamaged countries affected. " (Ibid., Page 15)
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the departments of the Federal Government and the coordination withthe affected countries ” is 



responsible for the crisis team of the leading ministries. Themeans that the crisis team's situation 
reports form the basis for all interventionsshould: “The system of crisis management at the federal 
level that has been created in recent years willensures that the situation-related coordination of 
the departments of the Federal Government and theCoordination with the countries concerned by 
the crisis department of the lead federal departmentbe guaranteed. This is one that was previously 
assigned to the Interministerial Coordination GroupTask transferred to the existing crisis 
management system. ” (Ibid., Page 16) House arrangement group 4 sheet 1 "crisis team and 
coordination team"News and information relevant to the assessment of special situationsare 
informed of the situation in the crisis team by the KoSts of the staff areasgive. "The situation 
center in the crisis team directs the information to the KoSt of the department, which in turnthe 
task-related forwarding to the management of the staff area and the persons concernedEnsure 
organizational units. At the same time , the KoSt ensure that the assessmentof special locations 
meaningful news and information , the fulfillment of ordersas well as changes in personnel in the 
staffing of the crisis team immediatelythe situation center in the crisis team. ” (page 3) The 
coordinating bodies are responsible for ensuring that the crisis team is all responsible for the 
assessmentimportant information is provided from special locations. This isnot happened. On the 
information provided by KM 4 to the staff area (analyzes and reports)there was no response. 6.5 
Interim balance sheet of the federal government On May 7, 2020, an "Interim Report of the Federal 
Government" was published (https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-de/aktuelles/ Gegen-corona-
pandemie-1747714) The document is titled: "Measures taken by the Federal Government to 
contain COVID19 pandemic and coping with its consequences ". The paper assumes that aThere is 
a danger from Covid-19, the danger is not described. It won't evencalled. It is almost there before 
the paper starts. In the 22-page report there arenowhere a description of the dangers and no 
documentation of anysystematic assessment of measures with their side effects .At the beginning 
it says: “The COVID-19 pandemic has extraordinary effects for all countries worldwideResulting in 
burdens. In Germany, too, are the economy, the welfare state and the health systemand society 
come under massive pressure. As a globally networked country, but also as
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therefore faced the greatest challengethe end of World War II. "On pages 7 and 8, the 
"Development becomes more important" in two inserted text boxesIndicators and sources (as of 
April 22nd) ” . Again, there are no dangersdescribed, but some of the known data categories are 
mentioned, which withoutInterpretation or explanation of the context an assessment of the 
dangerousness of the virusjust not possible, for example the number of new infections reported, 
the increase inTest capacities, the available intensive care beds and the supply of protective 
equipment.The actual damage (dead) does not occur. 6.6 Could there be a hazard analysis and 
assessment outside theHave given (or are still giving) the crisis team's management report ? Due 
diligence requires consideration that may be outside of theSituation analysis and risk assessment - 
as requested by me - carried outhas been. I have not come across a comparable document or one 
related to itActivity has become known, but this does not have to mean that there is no such 
activity.Unit KM4 may not have been involved in such activities. However, this speaks against:• 
According to the house orders of the BMI, all work processes and all otherThe crisis team is 
responsible for defining the requirements of the crisis management mechanismsresponsible for 
making all decisions or at least preparing them. • There may be separate ones in the Federal 
Chancellery, in the BMI or in other housesgive formal and informal meetings (eg Corona cabinet), 
tooproduce some kind of situation reports. However, these would also have been on the crisis 
teamneed to be merged and consolidated. Without the usualThis is the coordination procedure 
between the departments (and possibly with the federal states)however not conceivable. • If 
comprehensive statements and reports containing "careful considerations"should (as by BK and the 
MPs of the countries in their published decision ofApril 31, 2020 is alleged 1 ) had existed at the 
meetings of theCrisis staff must be dealt with or at least made known to themNeed to become. 



The governments (federal and state governments) have not taken any action (hereknown) position 
on other bases for your decisions than the 1 “The federal and state governments weigh up all 
health, social and economic effects of all decisionsRegarding each other carefully. ”(Minutes of the 
Chancellor's telephone switching conference with theHeads of State on 30 April 2020, page 1)
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and those of the RKI (which are regularly part of theCrisis management reports are). • A review of 
the "Minutes of the results of the 15th, 16th and 17th KriSta meeting BMG-BMI",with a slight delay 
on May 7, 2020 at 5:59 p.m. within theCrisis teams were distributed, shows that neither careful 
nor any otherConsiderations with collateral damage were made. In the 14th sessionbut once talked 
about the situation (see below). From this referral canit can be concluded that the Chancellor is 
also aware of the well-known situationfalls back. Exemplary evaluation of meetings 15, 16 and 17 
(according to the file) and theMinutes of the 14th session: Between 29 and 38 people attended the 
crisis team meetings. Mostcame from the BMI and the BMG. The rest from BMWi, BMF, BMVI, BMVg, 
AA, BMAS,and the RKI and the BK. When it comes to the involvement of the ministries, it is striking 
that RKI and BMFequally (but not on the same days) only one representative at a meetingsent two 
to another session and were not represented in one session. TheParticularly surprising with the 
finance department, which has the financial resources for everyoneMust provide activities. The 
crisis team met twice a week for two at a timeHours. • 28.4.20 (17th session, 2 h) 38 participants: 
16 BMI, 11 BMG, 2 BK, 2 BMWi, 2 BMVI, 2 BMVg, 2 AA, 1 BMAS, 1BMF, 0 RKI • 23.4.20 (16th 
session, 2 h), 34 participants: 15 BMI, 6 BMG, 1 BK, 2 BMWi, 1 BMVI, 2 BMVg, 2 AA, 1 BMAS, 2BMF, 
2 RKI • 4/21/20 (15th session, 2 h), 29 participants: 13 BMI, 6 BMG, 2 BK, 2 BMWi, 1 BMVI, 2 
BMVg, 1 AA, 1 BMAS, 1RKI From the meetings of the crisis team: • In the 14th session the meeting 
minutes were recorded in the minutes of the meeting, o that the Chancellor considered the 
situation picture very helpful and itwould like to see procurement expanded - especially inWith 
regard to protective masks. o The BMI and BMG announced that they would comply with the 
request, but stated thatit is difficult to provide the procurement data on a daily basis and
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reports were sufficient for this. BMWiwants to make contributions to the production of protective 
equipment in the future. • At the 15th session, RKI announced results of some studies for late May 
and lateJune. • At no meeting was the total cost of the protective measures or theDebt needs 
discussed and also the impact on the economyand developments in the labor market were not 
dealt with. Also thecollateral damage to health (including deaths) was not an issue. • In two 
sessions (15th, 17th), the situation in one (single) criticalInfrastructure spoken ( 
telecommunications company ). The status ofCRITIS in DEU as a whole did not appear at any of the 
meetings examinedAgenda. • With a paper from April 28th. informs the RKI at the 17th meeting in 
contextwith activities of the EU about the fact that the reproduction number R low conclusionson 
essential indicators. This actually catastrophic finding is not entirely consistent with what the 
governmentscommunicates to the public: The political leadership of the federal and state 
governments claims that this applies to everyoneDecisions, their impact "in health, social and 
economic terms"would be carefully weighed against each other. The "ever increasing 
scientificFindings about this new virus ”and many interdisciplinary expert opinionsshould be 
included in the decision making. A look at the diverse contributions from all areas of science 
involved in thelast few weeks were read on the Internet, as well as a comparison with those in the 
management reportscollected content reveals that this cannot have been implemented. AtThe 
collection of medical and health situation data was on a very tight setIndicators used (see other 
chapters of this report), while those in DEU are richexisting expertise in many other directly 
affected disciplines lies unusedwas left. "The responsibility for the decisions lies with the federal 
and state governmentsThe fact that it is a situation without an example with many risks that are 
still difficult to assessacts, a careful approach in regular steps and a particularly strict standard 



fortemporary restrictions on fundamental rights are the guiding principle for responsibleAction is. 
” (Minutes of the Chancellor's telephone switching conference with the heads of governmentand 
heads of state on 30 April 2020, page 2) The strict benchmark that the government claims to have 
applied cannot be seen.
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problem of crisis management in the corona crisisclear: the essential decisions are made by 
politics. And politicshas shaped strongly in this crisis. Relationship between hazard assessment 
and decision makingExample: In other dangerous situations, such as when using a fire brigade on 
oneburning dwelling house, the decisions of qualified rescue workershit, not by the (politically 
elected) mayor. The fire chief of the fire departmentdecides whether the only available ladder is 
used to get one out of a window firston one side of the building to rescue pregnant woman calling 
for help, or one out of theother part of the building beckoning child who is enveloped in thick 
smoke. TheseThe fire chief (and not the mayor) makes a decision even if theMayor stands right 
next to it, even when it comes to the house of theMayor leaves, in which his wife and child are in 
dire straits. The question arises how effective and practical it can be if the pandemic breaks 
outPolitics make decisions and act in an inflationary manner if, as in the corona crisis, a 
fewGovernment members who are not trained to deal with such hazardous situationsand who 
usually do not have the required specialist competencecan determine the fate of the country. There 
is a discrepancy between a variety of operational activities andMinistry actions, including 
uncounted changes to the legal baseof our country, with which numerous living conditions of the 
population are permanentbe changed on the one hand, and the comprehensive risk assessment of 
theOverall situation. There are page-length representations with headings and short 
descriptionsonly the measures in the business area of the BMI before 2 . The ministerialWork 
processes have been classified as unprofessional and unsound since March 2020have to. Because 
complex and effective bills that are in theDepartmental signature procedures typically take several 
weeks to completeare examined, and in which the respective responsible units further parallel 
units orSubordinate authorities have been involved in the past two monthsoften with "retention 
periods" (which are in a legal gray area anyway), withinless hours "coordinated". That means: An 
appropriate technical policyThe check cannot have taken place. The process of making decisions 
about those of theMinistries can draft templates in the German Bundestag if you have the 
timebetween the completed departmental vote and the announcement of measuresand laws, 
wasn't much more thorough. 2 Measures taken in the business area of the BMI, "Brief descriptions 
of essential measures and Thematic fields ”, last 20 pages.
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situation for critical infrastructuressignificantly tightened. Because for the often interwoven and 
strongly interdependentOverall system of critical infrastructures are changes a) very manysocial 
framework that b) takes place within a short time and c) does notplanned thoroughly and then well 
prepared and implemented in a planned manner, a problem. Itthere is a dynamic of interactions 
that is difficult to assess. The effort,maintaining system stability is increasing. As a result, 
vulnerability increasesour society and of course in the medium term the prices for criticalServices 
are increasing. Because usually all additional expenses (becausenew regulations and requirements) 
from providers and operators to theCustomers / consumers passed on (electricity, gas, water, 
internet, ...). It will be fastereffective with the services of private providers / operators, but also the 
additional expenses forgovernment benefits will ultimately have to be refinanced (e.g. viaTax 
increases or special corona charges). 6.7 Digression exit strategies There should be an exit 
strategy of the BMI (was announced in the press weeks ago).This means the exit from the 
protective measures and measures. She doesn't lie with mein front. That means I cannot evaluate 
them. But also all other colleagues shedo not know, can not work with it. If it were binding, it 
would have to be asSpecification to be announced so that the entire crisis management on the 



sameWorking towards goals. How does that look from the point of view of the population? Maybe 
the population wouldquestion why a strategy is needed to exit measures?You should only be 
finished. Is this an exit strategy at all?or, is it a strategy where the goal is to determine the timing 
andto design the dramaturgy of the exit, for example according to political or other criteriadosing 
and stretching if necessary? There would certainly be reasons and interests to plan the exit.It 
depends on what kind of interests are implemented with it. If itWould be minority interests that 
prevailed against the interests of the common good,it would be to be judged differently than if the 
self-interests of society are validwould help. If the strategy leads to a delay in the exit, socould be 
feared from a population perspective, the fall height of societyincrease and the damage to the 
population grow. Because every day counts and human livesdepend on it, should it be permitted or 
even necessary, the interests effective hereto be examined and scrutinized - for example by the 
BMI-BMG crisis team.
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protection and disaster relief, it would make senseand has been helpful to have an exit strategy 
that provides tools for thatFind the time when the collateral damage gets out of hand and that 
tooanticipated health problems begin to surpass. This is difficult because you are onPredictions is 
dependent. In this respect, it cannot be more difficult than with theDecision in favor of restrictive 
protective measures - these are also based onnothing more than assumptions and forecasts (see 
evaluation of the decisions of theFederal and state governments of March 22, 2020 in this paper) 
who more ormay be less plausible. 7. Comparison of prior knowledge and real handling of 
theCrisis management 2020 Of course, not everything was wrong about crisis management (but 
unfortunately essential).If you ignore the risk analysis, the cooperation of theMinistries among 
themselves and with each other in crisis management works quite well. That appliesboth for the 
federal authorities and for the cooperation between the federal government andCountries. The 
individual federal states acted as carriers of the most important concrete onesDecisions on 
measures independently and gradually differentiated, but it never cameto extreme solo attempts 
by individual countries but rather a very similar one, formeduniform handling of the crisis.In the 
current crisis, the actions of other countries have been used as a model orPatterns used, although 
essential framework conditions are not comparable.DEU has a much better health infrastructure 
than most of the othersCountries and in particular has higher treatment capacities for highly 
contagious,life-threatening diseases than any other industrialized country. The data available 
forThe determination of the hazard potential is important in DEU is comparatively extensiveand 
detailed. All of this was known to the BMI when the crisis broke out. Still they wereProtective 
measures in DEU (compared to other industrialized countries) are not reduced,but particularly 
comprehensive. • In the Corona Pandemic 2020, the competence ofExperts . But very selective. 
Only selected onesExperts listened, only their opinions were observed. The technical 
expertiseSpecial virological and immunological disciplines must be integrated into the holisticA 
pandemic must be analyzed and assessed, it mustin this process, however, be compared with 
other factors. In theCorona crisis were professionally one-sided,filtered specialist information 
isolated and the sole yardstick forevery intervention made. The best specialists are of no use to 
you.
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well, but you donot the necessary insight into the complex framework conditions aboveshape a 
modern community. Are in this communityInfluencing factors from many other special areas are 
effective. How could that be?Crisis management assume that the medical experts at the RKI do 
thisoverlook? The colleagues at the RKI were able to meet the requirements and theExpectations 
placed on them in the crisis are only hopelessly overwhelmedbe. • A look at the description of the 
method of risk analysis makes the The unusability of the risk assessment by RKI clearly:“ The risk 
assessment is a descriptive, qualitative description. Because for them Terms used "low", 



"moderate", "high" or "very high" are no quantitative values forProbability of occurrence or extent 
of damage. However, for theGravity assessment (= extent of damage) used three criteria or 
indicators (transferability,Severity profile and resource load) assessed with quantifiable 
parameters. "( https://www.rki.de/DE/Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Risikob 
Assessment_Grundlage.html) • This means that the Chancellor and the MP of the federal states 
have their far-reaching onesMeasures taken on the basis of a risk assessment, the risks according 
to whichdescribes qualitative criteria low, moderate and high, without any size dimension.The RKI 
measures the risk of the pandemic for our countrythe transmissibility of the pathogen, the number 
of infections and thethe severity profile (including the percentage of deaths). Health damage due 
to collateral damageare not a criterion for RKI, they are not mentioned, although this means larger 
quantitiesdeaths have occurred as a result of Covid-19 (see Appendix to the short version). • In 
the case of the corona epidemic are proven by the science involved alongsideTruths have also been 
related to opinions, interpretations and forecasts, becauseResponsible crisis management also 
needs them.These speculative elements (conjectures) were even essentialDecisions guiding action 
for crisis management, especially for theDecisions about the burden on the population and the 
economyProtective measures and such measures that are problematic on theImpact the security 
level of our critical infrastructures. • In the pool of all forecasts, opinions and interpretations of 
this worldthere are those who later turn out to be closer or further away from the truthwill prove. 
In case of assessment of the dangers of the Corona virus for ourWe will probably be able to assign 
this to society in five years at the latest.To make the best decisions today in crisis management,we 
need as many different opinions, interpretations and forecasts as possiblelisten and compare them 
carefully. Be much more than a plausibility checkwe cannot afford it, but it has to be carried out all 
the more consistently.Because every forecast can be wrong, and if we due to premature limitations
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wrong afterwardsin the event of this coronal crisis, this will have dire consequences for oursTo 
have company. So there are very serious things to consider when choosingForecasts generally 
don't depend on how popular a particular forecast iscertain circles is how convenient or opportune 
they are for certain political orParty political goals also appear, and not how many people they are 
formost likely, but whether we have exactly the forecast (s) in ourInclusion comparison that came 
closest to the truth in the endbecomes. This means that all theories have to be checked, including 
those at first glanceerroneous, because even below them the hit (the one that can be recognized 
later)Truth). Crisis management can make an inevitable mistakeby basing its decisions on a 
plausible but incorrect forecast.Crisis management can also make an avoidable mistake byit fails 
to include forecasts in the serious plausibility check, belowwho (undetected at the moment) is the 
right one. • A security concept can only be scientifically justified and optimizedapply if it does not 
close the selection process of theories prematurely, but ratherkeeps open even in the developing 
crisis. Looking at the broadDiscussion on the Internet and the most diverse theses discussed 
therein, and inCompare the narrow spectrum of the theses involved in crisis management,there 
must be doubts as to whether the stipulation of scientific conduct in theCorona crisis is sufficiently 
realized. • The selection of the scientists involved appears to be one-sided. The strenghtFixation 
on the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) and partly massive devaluation ofscientific counter-assessments 
by RKI and public relationsThe BReg lead to not all scientific opinions being sufficientbe taken into 
account.• In crisis management efforts to deal with the virus infectionMeasures were taken that 
became independent in the course of the crisisHave become a danger. So we face two dangers in 
the Corona crisisdo that we need to evaluate, for which we need to make a risk assessment.• The 
importance of cause and effect relationships was examined in the review of theState of knowledge. 
In the corona crisis, the work ofCrisis staff revealed significant problems in the hazard analysis 
cause-Recognize relationships and evaluate them logically. especially thelong-term effects on the 
resilience and security level of carewith critical services were ignored or were by othersAspects 
dominated. In fact, the department KM4 and the subordinateAuthority BBK recorded effects in the 



CRITIS area. However
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surveys at current timescarried out, forecasts were not made. That also happened in thatjoint 
reporting and situation center of the federal and state governments, which is organized by the 
BBKis operated. From this context, the crisis team became irregularreports, finally the crisis team 
stopped deliveries and has since waivedcompletely, even though the development of critical 
infrastructures to thepotentially most impacted areas and many foreseeable impactsonly with 
delay, but then inevitably occur. • A forecast of expected failures in the CRITIS area would have 
been importantand of course a look at the overall events in the CRITIS area. It would beNot only 
has a comprehensive assessment of the dynamics of the crisis been requiredCreate your own 
CRITICAL context and make it available to the crisis teambut also that the crisis team itself this 
forecast and assessmentrequests. Neither has happened. The analyzes carried out in the 
responsibleSpecialist KM4 were produced, were ignored and no furthertransported. The employee 
who continuously wrote analyzes andRequirements (and wrote this report) was not included in 
theCrisis management involved, so its opportunities in the course of the crisisto check whether the 
interests of KRITIS protection have been sufficiently taken into account,after all, there was hardly 
anything left - minutes from crisis management team meetings and internal onesAt the beginning 
of the crisis, strategy papers were scattered so far that KM 4was always informed, later only 
extracts were sent, the connection tothe overall strategic approach became increasingly sparse. It 
is absolutelyincomprehensible in view of the fact that the smooth functioningCritical 
infrastructures should be a top priority. • Timing of German crisis management: not least because 
of theGerman crisis management came up with incorrect risk assessmentActivities so far too late 
in every phase of the corona crisis, it is pushing from the beginningan oversized bow wave of 
overdue decisions. in theJanuary 2020 was neglected to deal intensively with the virus in Chinaput 
in February, measures against a pandemic were omittedto prepare and in March there was no 
meaningful data forto compile a reliable risk analysis and assessment. TheseIt is now time to 
dismantle the bow wave, because April is obviously on the agenda of thenecessary actions that are 
strong in public and private everyday life and theAbolish rights of those affected by intervening 
measures, in particular o Contact bans o severe economic restrictions o the suspension of public 
life.
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one will probably have an adverse effectCRITIS strategy, despite the BMI house management's work 
being carried out on time (in 2015),have been operating so unsuccessfully for years. The strategic 
realignment and theOur country would have a more solid programmatic structureCan lay the 
foundation to deal with a crisis quickly with concrete measuresreadjust and secure the security 
level as best as possible. Since this is notdone, the task is now twice as difficult. • Conclusions 
from the 2012 risk analysis, which are not sufficiently taken into accountwere: o An important 
finding from the 2012 risk analysis is likely to be thatAny measures must always be taken into 
account that the firstCould point out warning messages as false alarms. Because effective 
andComprehensive protective measures have enormous inherent damage potentialinside (as 
collateral damage). This damage potential unfolds above all ata false alarm and overestimation of 
health risksfatal ironic effect. o The risk analysis would have raised awareness of the problem 
ofCollateral damage must occur, especially in the event of a false alarmor a risk assessment that is 
too high. - And the more the more oneCrisis management who commits negligence on the one 
handhealth hazards to be on the safe side, and the dangers thatbased on your own “protective 
measures”take into account and review any criticism of your own work insteadto assign. In this 
case, state protection measures, stateHarmful measures will be taken. In 2020 we still have a 
chanceReadjust strategy and limit mistakes made. o Errors are always made in a complex crisis. 
Itdepends on how the errors are dealt with and whether theongoing procedures flexibly analyzed 



and the strategy corrected where necessarybecomes. There are also avoidable and unavoidable 
errors. Atinsufficient data, the choice between twoto take similarly plausible options for action, 
which in retrospect turn out to beproving wrong is an inevitable mistake. Not being careful 
enoughand look ahead to get meaningful data for a plausibleTake care of risk assessment and 
then make wrong decisions,is an avoidable mistake that becomes an unforgivable when toKeeping 
face to face wrong decisions. o Also for the possibility that there is an error message, aCrisis 
management continuously carry out a plausibility check, and
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cyclical reviews as themore plausible truth can be seen. o In the 2012 risk analysis, the scenario 
reads: “ In addition to the information of thePopulation taken by the authorities, building on 
existing plans andpast experience, mitigation measuresand coping with the event . Crisis units are 
called up promptlyand take over the management and coordination of the measures . "Reality 
2020 looks a little different. Don't hit the authoritiesMeasures, not the crisis teams, take over the 
management and coordination of theMeasures, but politics makes the decisions and the crisis 
teamsfind good reasons for it. That is also a problem of theCrisis management in the corona crisis. 
The role of the Chancellor and thePrime Ministers of countries that have no competence and 
experience in thehave operational decision making in complex crisis situations(technically not 
anyway) and cannot have it at all, that leadsNotebook. The administrative and ministerial role 
model thus comes into effect. Itthen it is hardly possible to get your own impulses from the 
authoritiesexpect. The authorities and ministries play the role they always havekeep playing, they 
try as best as they can to guess what the politicalLeadership believes and strives for and fully 
orientates one's own obsolescencethese projections. For the area of drinking water, despite the 
designation ofDelivery bottlenecks and supply chains are not anticipated as keywords thatentire 
systems can break away if individual components fail. The,what is currently emerging as a problem 
with drinking water supply is onenew experience for which there is no ready solution from the 
exercises andSimulations there. This problem has to be solved on the job - with thePeople who are 
able to do this.• The problem is that we are dealing with a complex system of 
criticalInfrastructures in DEU have to do that in the event of failure of only one essentialComponent 
that can also cause the rest of the system to collapse. Ifthe power supply is widespread and lasts 
longer, it benefits usworld's best IT security nothing. If the internet is not available as usual,to 
expect a similar cascade. The same applies to the drinking water supplyand the food supply. In 
contrast, death would have been realisticof 200,000 inhabitants (random value) due to a new 
pathogen, or
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little impact on theProvision of critical services - as well as the functionality of thedomestic value 
creation process, international competitivenessand the stability of the state order). This is not an 
assessment of peoplemade, but functions, modes of action and real consequencesare illustrated. If 
(originally) health protection measures like those of the currentCorona pandemic, destabilizing the 
critical infrastructure systemlead, however, can mean the exit of our entire society with 
tensMillions dead (see blackout of the power supply) and of course the liftingeveryone, not just the 
state order. In this respect it is for crisis managementindispensable, the ones that have already 
occurred, and the still possible effects ofTake protective measures comprehensively and 
objectively to avoid the dangers of a)Diseases and b) comparing protective measures and optimally 
towards themreact.• The role of the Chancellor, which requires a separate investigation, wasoften 
not transparent, maybe even misleading, but in the media andthe Chancellor's actions were well 
received by the population. This complex should be outthree reasons are examined in more detail: 
1. Public pleasure is not a guarantee andnot even a criterion for correct decisions. Come with himA 
non-relevant motivator comes into play who makes you susceptible to wrong decisions. 2ndBeing 
able to achieve excessive approval and acceptance even for nonsense harbors onegreat danger to 



our community in itself. 3. The almost universal positiveMedia response in particular to any activity 
by the Chancellor, regardlesswhat she just announced and how and with what timing she adopted 
her stanceUnfortunately, certain questions were depicted as having no alternative or even 
changednegative prejudices about the press. As a corrective for undesirable developments, for 
example in oneSub-optimal crisis management seems the overwhelming part of the (free) press 
moreor less useless. From a national perspective, this has to be a warning signbe considered. It is 
highly recommended that future legal adjustmentsor framework conditions for greater 
independence and critical facultiessteer towards it. The likelihood that the press closed the 
governmentmassively unilaterally and unfairly criticized, and by their influence a political onePower 
changes could easily trigger, should go to zero. The danger,that the population believes everything 
that most media serve them,and this is uncritically adopted, is very high. • In the risk analysis from 
2012, the simulated pandemic course was carried out by the RKIcontributed. The data were set as 
facts for the business game, they were notquestioned. Nobody had to be responsible for their 
precise formationInterested participants. For a business game in which a single concrete
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hypothetically, this is a practical oneLimitation otherwise of countless possible case constellations. 
In the corona crisisthe crisis management acted like an exercise, it has the suppliesno longer 
questioned the content of highly specific technical-medical input.One has against suggestions, 
suggestions and demands from outsidesealed off. • Since now all measures and all public relations 
(crisis communication) onunilateral or sub-optimal technical input, unfortunately all measures 
areand decisions of crisis management potentially suboptimal. That meansalso that in the greatest 
crisis the Federal Republic has ever experienced, the statewas potentially the biggest producer of 
fake news against which he was currently in crisisto propagate. In doing so, he has contributed to 
an importantSupport potential to deal with the crisis was blocked. • The two advantages of the 
location: 1. We have just had experience of a crisis. If we have thisWorking up on experiences in a 
timely manner, we can still make mistakeslearn. 2. While we were dealing with a danger in the 
coronal crisis, itsMechanisms and origins we did not know, we have with the new onesThreats to 
critical infrastructures (and beyond) beyond the fullKnowing the triggering moments and have the 
greatest possible control over theinstruments set in motion for the crisis. 8. Interim evaluation The 
database used by crisis management was and is unsuitable forAssessment of the threat to our 
society. The fixation on healthParameters obscured the far-reaching effects in other societal 
areasAreas. In particular, a systematic survey of the long-term risk situation in the complexThe 
overall system of critical infrastructures is based on the situation reportof decisions was not made. 
Dealing with an abundance of punctualIndividual reports from the branches and sectors, as well as 
the meticulous-formalisticProcessing numerous letters / individual inquiries from lobby groups 
and potentialKRITIS operators in the day-to-day business of the crisis team were unable to fill this 
deficit,but seem to be the strategic work of hazard analysis and assessment and theHaving limited 
consideration of decisions about measures.
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have detailed) from largepandemic exercises and risk analyzes, and in view of the 
extensiveFindings that conceptual and civil protection in the past yearssystematically worked out, 
the serious omissions in the hazard analysisand assessment as a methodical-technical failure of 
crisis managementto be viewed as. - However, we have experienced a dynamic beyond that, 
too(from today's perspective perhaps less than optimal) legal frameworkmust become. These have 
triggered an automatism that, with goodwill alone, can hardlycould be braked more and still 
inhibits us. The observable deficits in crisis management are reflected in the 
consequenceimmediately in a greatly increased risk situation with the critical infrastructuresdown 
(see Chapter 10).Because the current crisis is in a transformation process in which itseamless from 
one to the next and probably longer lasting crisispasses, it seems urgently necessary to work 



through the first phase thoroughly now.The present analysis focuses on the aspects “Protection of 
criticalInfrastructures ”and“ Hazard Assessment ”. This would be a building block among others 
that are in theEvaluation would have to be included. It cannot be about expecting clairvoyant skills 
from crisis managementand then evaluate it to see if it correctly assessed unforeseen risks 
beforehand.Rather, all planned procedural steps would have to be carefully observed and 
allpossible options can be used to determine the dangers as precisely as possible.This is all the 
more urgent given that every member of the crisis management team at the latest inAs the crisis 
progressed, we must have been aware of the serious damage to our healthSociety through which 
protective measures would arise and now actuallyarise. This applies to every single day that goes 
into the country without changes. 9. Chancellor's decision with the country heads on March 22, 
2020 inContext of the results of this analysis Since the political leaders cannot make any other 
decisions than inPreparatory process have been worked out by the crisis managementTransfer 
deficits in crisis management to the political arena. I will show you an examplethis effect on the 
decisions of the Federal Chancellor with the Prime Ministers of theCountries on March 22, 2020. 
The only reason that the heads of government of the federal and state governments for those of 
themdecreed measures and restrictions on rights is that the rapid
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how the danger from theFederal government or the state governments or other bodies (e.g. crisis 
teams, RKI,...) is assessed. Nothing is said about the dangerousness of the corona virus."The 
Chancellor and the heads of government of the federal statesmake the following decision: The 
rapid spread of the coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2)in the past few days in Germany is worrying. We have 
to do everythingdo to prevent an uncontrolled increase in the number of cases and oursKeep 
health care system efficient. This is the reduction of contactscrucial, ” Source: Minutes of the 
Chancellor's meeting with the heads of government and heads of state on March 22, 2020 
https://www.bundesregierung.de/resource/blob/975226/1733246/e6d6ae0e89a7ffea1ebf6f32cf
472736/2020-03-22-mpk-data.pdf? Download = 1 The goal of preventing an uncontrolled 
increase in the number of cases is a statement atwho cannot see what exactly is behind it. All 
possible questions remainunanswered, e.g. what is meant by case numbers and what the case 
numbers are aboutTestify to dangerousness. Qualifying the speed of propagation as "rapid" is also 
questionable. Thecan only refer to a micro view. At the time the decision was made- based on the 
general government for which measures have been ordered - no evidence of anydangerous spread. 
The speed of propagation at this level cannotSubstitute or auxiliary criterion for dangerousness. 
According to the RKI management report dated22.3.20 only 18.610 confirmed "cases" (0.2 per 
mille of the population), and 55 deceased(0.0006 per thousand of the population). The heads of 
government specify two goals to avert the feared danger: 1. Prevent an uncontrolled increase in 
the number of cases as well2. Maintain health system performance.One of these goals, which was 
initially given equal priority, obviously had priority: controlling theIncrease in the number of cases. 
The impact of the measures taken on theHealth care systems as a whole have not been separated 
in crisis management(e.g. in the monitoring of the BMI-BMG crisis team), something special was 
still on itConsideration: For example, the specific rules that were then formed were used to 
purchasetaken that canceled or postponed OPs lead to damage and deathswould and among other 
things the clinics and rehabilitation facilities for their economic survivalmust fight - with 
corresponding consequences for the supply capacities. The decision recognizes that drastic 
measures will be taken. Itit is explained that the reason is that it is with a view to the legal 
property to be protected
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proportionate, although a serious oneProportionality check was not carried out at all. According to 
the findings of the present analysis, no resilientProportionality check and the need nothave been 
proven, since not even a reliable risk assessmentwas made. "The federal and state governments 



will implement these restrictions and theWorking closely to assess their effectiveness. Further 
regulationsdue to regional peculiarities or epidemiological situations in theCountries or counties 
remain possible. The federal and state governments areMake it clear that these are very drastic 
measures. But they arenecessary and they are with a view to the legal good of health to be 
protectedproportionate to the population. The Chancellor and the heads of government of the 
federal statesespecially thank the employees in the health system, in the publicService and in the 
industries that sustain daily life as well to all citizens for their sense of responsibility and theirs 
Willingness to abide by these rules in order to spread the word Corona virus continues to slow. " 
Source: Minutes of the Chancellor's meeting with the heads of governmentHeads of State on March 
22, 2020 
https://www.bundesregierung.de/resource/blob/975226/1733246/e6d6ae0e89a7ffea1ebf6f32cf
472736/2020-03-22-mpk-data.pdf? Download = 1 The content of the decision was also 
disseminated in simple language. Even in that is nottalk about a danger, but of a "very serious 
situation" .“The corona virus spreads very quickly in Germany. It is a very serious situation. The 
spread of the Corona Virus must be stopped. That is why there are rules on how people in 
Germany must behave. TheRules apply until April 19th. " Source: Federal Government on the 
Internet. In simple language:https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg- en / easy-language / rules-
to-the-corona-virus-from-22-march-2020-1733310 Conclusion - based on the knowledge 
gained in this analysis -: The measures were not justified.
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areaof critical infrastructures 10.1 IT security Evaluation of the "IT security situation", April 2020 
editionThematic areas have been included in the crisis team's management reportsshouldn't have 
been absolutely necessary (extremism, international politics). OtherAreas that are essential for the 
assessment of the dangerous situation for our society,are still ignored. In addition, IT security, 
which is part of the BMI. The regular oneThe monthly report of the BSI was published on April 
22nd, it makes clear statements about theCorona context. It is made clear that resilience in IT has 
decreased andthe success of attacks became more and more likely. Even companies orIndividuals 
who normally have their IT security under control will be taken care of by thosenew demands on IT 
overwhelmed, neglect security rules and goadditional risks. Attackers take advantage of this 
situation.IT security situation, BSI, April 2020 edition, reporting period: March 2020, published 
onApril 22, 2020 “Impacts and Incidents on IT Related to the COVID 19 Pandemic:The effects of 
SARS-CoV-2 now permeate all areas of life andthus also affect information technologies. The 
current overall situation means thateven a normally well-organized organization stands out from a 
successful cyberAttack is more likely to recover poorly or not at all. If onesuch an attack succeeds 
on an organization essential for coping with the pandemic,The consequences of this can have 
unprecedented effects on thePopulation and the economy. In addition, the here andother 
campaigns also meet individuals in a particularly tense situation andhave more serious effects than 
was previously observed. It isassume that attackers will continue to use their campaigns in context 
in the next reporting periodof COVID-19 and continue to develop. " (IT security situation, BSI, April 
2020 edition,Reporting period: March 2020, published April 22, 2020) The BSI diagnoses an 
exceptional situation in society, fear and panicfavored. • "The COVID-19 pandemic has created a 
state of emergency, the fear ofUncertainty and panic in society and the economy are encouraged, 
which in turn byAttackers can be exploited
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employees and business processes to the homeOffice will in many cases use IT security in favor of 
an ad hoc oneNeglected home office• IT professionals and IT security service providers are subject 
to the applicable restrictionsnot available to the normal extent or only with increased effort.• Due 
to the economic aftermath of the pandemic, many companies arethe financial and infrastructural 
security precautions, for example with aTo deal with cyber attack already exhausted • The changed 



use of the IT infrastructure by moving to the home office is difficult the distinction between regular 
user behavior and attacks ” (ibid. page 5) BSI assumes that with the increasing number of specific 
Covid-19 attacksis still to be expected for a long time. 10.2. Hazards in the area of drinking water 
supply Drinking water suppliers and their associations have been big since the firstPresent 
restrictions in the BMI and ask for written confirmation that theyare particularly important as 
KRITIS operators and therefore when purchasing and deliveringcertain products should be treated 
preferentially, their staff can workmust and receives all necessary exemptions, many restrictions 
for themshould not apply, etc., because otherwise they will no longer provide their critical 
servicescan reliably deliver - the supply of what is most important to peoplebare survival needs, 
the drinking water. The federal government and the states were relativegenerous with general 
confirmations of the great importance of the senders. Partiallyeven legal consequences that are not 
foreseeable for the respective colleagueswere who answered the letters. Because the federal 
government has no competences, a prioritylegally binding and with a consequential effect. The 
countries are responsible. The federal government therefore mainly referred to the federal states, 
with some lobby groups like thatHunting lobby went on the correspondence and the scramble and 
haggling over special rightsat the highest level. In any case, many have been and still arefriendly 
and understanding letters on behalf of the ministers, the house management or theCrisis staff 
wrote to many employees of the BMI and its subordinate authoritieshave been very busy and busy. 
A lot of overtime had to be doneeveryone considered himself and what he does important. The 
colleagues are important, but that doesn't change anythingthe fact that central essentials of crisis 
management have been neglected. BDEW, one of the largest associations in the drinking water 
industry, is now sending its ownManagement reports to the Federal Crisis Staff (on April 7 and 
April 16) and which can be foundthat due to the interruption of supply chains will determine 
products and materials in the future
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extent for the trouble-free supply withfresh drinking water are indispensable. The situation with 
regard to the critical infrastructure of drinking water supply is no exception. Everyoneother critical 
infrastructures are similar. We are facing a situation in whichindividual critical services - local or 
national, short, medium or long-term,compensable or not compensable - no longer available as 
usualwill. As already shown, the critical infrastructures are a complete system that onlyis strong, as 
each component looks at itself. This special meaningat first glance, seem to have only some 
outstanding critical products, thoughif you want to list them, you quickly notice that this list is still 
in theTalk is getting longer, it contains, for example, the power supply, the Internet, food,Drinking 
water, but also logistics and many other things. There are even critical onesInfrastructures that 
were previously not seen as such and are only in this crisisprove as such (functionality of domestic 
economic and working lifee.g.). As a consequence, this means that measures to protect 
againstCoronavirus not only can cause isolated gaps, but the riskssystem collapse. The problems 
described will not only exist in the short term. It is not currentlyforeseeable when the supply 
chains will work as smoothly as before. For the drinking water sector it looks like this: • The 
drinking water supply in DEU is very diverse and very heterogeneously structured.A number of 
large and very large operators in certain metropolitan areas, howeveralso very many smaller to 
smallest providers. Large water companies havepartly through a professional own crisis 
management, with small ones that is missingcompletely. • The drinking water suppliers are 
currently in the process of operating on fully automated andSwitching the digital operation of 
drinking water supply is in many areasalready done. This increases the dependency on the power 
supply and the Internetthis increases the supply risks. These risks have been and will continue to 
bereceived because it is more economical. The state has not yet intervened. Iwrote some critical 
notes, that's it. • The state is obliged to provide services to its populationTo offer drinking water. 
Contracting parties on the government side are usually theMunicipalities. If there are outages, 
mayors and councilors havea problem - they stick.
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delivery shortfalls can be replaced withTankers are compensated for the water from other 
regionsdrive up. With a nationwide location, this is much more difficult. Thenationwide total 
capacities offer extremely limited scope. If theis exhausted, the precious good is missing and must 
be in the form of mineral waterWater bottles can be obtained. We have learned what it is in the 
past few weeksmeans when people have the impression that they have to be particularly sought 
afterBuy products immediately and in larger quantities than usual (toilet paper, ...). InGerman 
supermarkets would have to be given rationed water bottles. Iteffective security measures would 
have to be taken. • As a relapse position one could go to the so-called emergency well after 
thethink decades-old water conservation law. This is the responsibility of the BMIBBK takes over 
the implementation (technical supervision: KM 4). In times of war and even incivil disaster 
situations - this is a special construction in thisSafeguard Act (normally this is strictly separated) - 
the population in theBe provided with drinking water in an emergency. There are around 5000 in 
all of GermanyEmergency well. The quality of the water is clear compared to the normal 
supplyreduced, but enough to survive. What is not enough is the amount ofEmergency well. There 
are far too few. The very idea that the BerlinersPopulation in long lines should queue to get out of 
the fewand non-continuously functioning hand-held pumps that operate via theUrban areas are 
distributed to promote their drinking water by hand, makes it clear thatthe emergency wells will 
not be an alternative. On April 24, 2020, the KM department, with the cooperation of the BBK, 
organized the weeklyManagement reports of the Federal Association for Energy and Water (BDEW) 
evaluated. they showsymptomatic of all critical infrastructures that the resilience of our 
societydecreased and vulnerability increased. This finding confirms the assessment of the 
ITSecurity by BSI from April 22, 2020 (see above). With failures of local drinking water supplycan 
be expected at any time. This shows that a dynamic has been set in motionis difficult to calculate. 
To date, there has been no monitoring of the status quo more criticalInfrastructures in DEU. This 
would have to be a regular part of a management reportbe.
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the task of protecting critical infrastructures: temporalBeginning Subject of danger Risk potential 
for KRITIS (Assessment from 24.04.2020) End of 2019 health risks from the new corona 
virus(Covid-19, SARS-CoV-2) (health crisis) ; risks forthe supply of critical services low to very low 
since aboutmiddle of March2020multiple dangers of different kinds caused byMeasures to protect 
against healthHazards have been taken, are triggered ( economicand social crisis ) ; risks for the 
supply ofcritical services high to very high 11. What needs to be done? with a direct CRITICAL 
connection1. Hazard analysis and assessment: There is currently no reliable assessment of 
theDangers to our society - neither for the dangers posed by the Covid-19Virus, yet taken for the 
dangers of collateral damage due toProtective measures. Neither can the need for protective 
measuresbe determined, such as their dispensability. That makes changes inCrisis management 
urgently required (see point 4 "Recommendations for theCrisis team ”). This condition affects, 
among other things, the security level and theVulnerability from critical infrastructures . 2. We are 
resilient and resilient to disruptions in the crisislost in the CRITIS area (resilience). To approximate 
our resilience to thatBringing back previous levels would be desirable to the living andTo restore 
working conditions from before the crisis and as little as possibleTo maintain change. Because a 
wide range of changes that are not ina planned organic process has been achieved means 
criticalInfrastructures always instability and incalculable risks. - There is currently noreliable 
assessment of the dangers for our society. For the seizedNo need for protective measures can be 
identified. there is no It Obthe measures taken to protect health are therefore not necessaryknown. 
health assessment assessment. It may still be necessarythe need for protective measures can be 
assessed. before so theTime It cannot be said whether the correct time has already been given, as 
long asthere is no reliable risk assessment.
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protection: For the allocation ofProtective equipment and special rights will be permanently 
prioritizedthat is significantly more differentiated than practiced in the crisis 
(almostindistinguishable). A hierarchy of priorities must be formed withinof sectors, but also 
between the sectors of priority and subordinationAre defined. The effort alone for this is great and 
requires qualified personnel whois not available to the extent required. Nevertheless, this must be 
done immediatelyTask to be tackled because of distribution conflicts between 
criticalInfrastructures that are already being carried out will soon increase sharplyand the state 
comes under pressure to make decisions. It is recommended to increase the BBK staff immediately 
so that the federal governmentcan support the states and municipalities in this task - 
withHandouts and advice . The federal states expect at least one from the federal 
governmentCoordination function. The importance of this task should not be underestimated.If the 
prioritization of structures and processes is more critical for the operatorsInfrastructures and in 
the activation of personnel and other resources forthe provision of critical services should also be 
unprofessional,like the overwhelmed crisis management and the no less overwhelmedGovernments 
in the corona crisis, this will give us numerous additional -avoidable! - cost the dead.4. 
Recommendations for the crisis team • In the short term, there should be a sound maneuver 
critique in the crisis team and theycontact points to be carried out to improve further work.• One 
of the major omissions is the composition of the crisis teamwhich today still consists of the BMI 
and BMG alone. All departments are missingwhose specialist areas of responsibility involve 
collateral damage. TheIn the future, the crisis team should be put together according to the 
dangers• The crisis is not over! A crisis management is even more urgentused when the risk of 
virus infection is largely eliminated. TheInventory regarding collateral damage and the 
organizations of theRepairs must be managed by crisis managementand the danger situation must 
continue to be closely monitored, not least because ofthe enormously increased vulnerability that 
could trigger an acute crisis at any time,eg in the area of   critical infrastructures.
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and assessment must be professionalizedwill. Impact on critical infrastructures must be 
appropriatebe mapped. I have detailed information on how this works in this reportdescribed 
(systematic of hazard assessment with checklists, etc.). TheA company becomes an assessment of 
what is acceptable as a residual risk or notcannot meet from a medical point of view alone.• 
Immediately you have to start making decision-relevant data categoriesdetermine and collect and 
evaluate the associated data. • Everyone would have to assess health risks in the futureavailable 
sources are exhausted to be one-sided and blind spots tooavoid. The in Appendix 7 ( 
https://swprs.org/covid-19-hinweis-ii/#latest )compiled technical positions and scientific 
knowledgethe corona virus would have to be verified. Many suggest that theThe danger of the 
virus was overestimated. It would have to be clarified what ofthe information in circulation, and 
what is not. It shouldto be searched for every usable building block that reflects our level of 
knowledgecan improve. • In order to be more meaningful, situation pictures must be on the 
overview of thecentral danger areas are expanded, which are then in a short and aLong version can 
be shown. Already from the situation picture one mustComparison between intended effects and 
unwanted collateral damageto be possible. • The monitoring of development in the area of critical 
infrastructures mustbe an integral part of reporting (situation reports). - This point is oneCore 
requirement from the perspective of protecting criticalInfrastructures that are the responsibility of 
this report. Heis only (almost) at the end of this list because of its meaningfulnessand effectiveness 
depends on the implementation of the above steps. • The crisis team would have to take care of 
the influence of interests and Lobby groups of any kind on the decision making of theIdentify and 
neutralize crisis management. It has to be excludedbe that goals other than those committed to 
the common good by crisis managementbe followed. Every wrong decision costs human lives.
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only the measures must be ended, but in particular thoseSentiment that is spread by public bodies 
and the media to this day andis perceived as alarmism. This alarmism must be immediatecan be 
set . Because with one of the measures of the past few weeks notwe will only become a little 
burdened, but severely traumatizedcoping with the second, much longer lasting part of the crisis 
much more difficult than thatfirst. It will therefore not be enough to start alarming from a time 
xend and allow normality. You can't just be normal in the sameHow to adopt and impose 
restrictive measures. The fears, above allthe excessive irrational fears and the resulting 
changesBehaviors will not automatically disappear if theMeasures to be relaxed. The ones made in 
the past weeksExperiences have settled in the minds of many people and it is not yetforeseeable 
what the consequences will be. How are the children and teenagershave been shaped by it. Not 
every response to the predictable exposureNormality is superficial, stormy or vehement. Some will 
be in themselveseat in, maybe get sick, others may now carry a deep oneDistrust of people and 
government institutions in themselves. Most willis likely to play out unconsciously and hardly 
recognizable to the environment - whatdoes not mean that it will be less effective. What does that 
mean for themThe innovative strength of our young generation, who we rely on? 6. The most 
difficult task will be to regain lost trust .Trust in a state that reliably protects the citizen and is 
important for thisPerformance may make legitimate interventions and restrictions. This state has 
inthe corona crisis failed in an almost grotesque manner. He must if he has trustwants to regain, 
not just turn back, but openly with his failuresdeal with, admit and process them , otherwise the 
state and thepolitical system may not be the systemic mistakes that have occurredchecked. There 
is still an alternative behavior, but it did not serve the interestsof the population and the 
community, but those of individuals orGroups: Politics could try to justify itself, administration 
couldsupportively change statistical procedures, reinterpret numbers and tryto prove that she did 
everything right ingeniously. In thisAlternative model would be activated with the high level of 
uncertainty and fear ofPeople continued to work, critical voices would be intimidated and it would 
turn upthe effects of social group adjustment pressure are speculated. This option holds
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for the people who aredecide for them. 7. Every crisis has its profiteers, which is not something 
wrong per se, but it isGroup will try to assert their partial interests by appropriate means,maybe 
also against the interests of the general public. This must be counteredwill. The return to 
normality also means all initiated long-termProjects created would have to be cut back if they 
weren't returningserve as normal. They have lost their meaning and are blockingResources that are 
now urgently needed for more important things. With every project,that should be continued, you 
have to be aware that it is for thatnecessary resources from the smaller civil society capitalpaid and 
must be generated beforehand. One of the biggest activity items is intensifying 
digitalCommunication and interaction technologies back, be it for teleworkers, virtualClassrooms 
or novel citizen and business services for whichtemporarily reduced security requirements apply. 
This developmentmaintaining not only meant a major change in everyday culture, but alsoalso an 
even greater dependency than before on critical infrastructures as wella gradual loss of privacy 
protection (e.g. in relation topersonal data, as well as other fraud, abuse andManipulation risks). 
We would lower our civil society in one phasefurther weaken social resilience. Here too 
theAttempting politics in particular may be great expectations ofDon't disappoint business 
partners. And here too it shows that the futureof our society depends on the conscience of our 
politicians, whom weTo grant democracy a high degree of self-sufficiency and de facto power.Final 
note This report is a snapshot and can of course only be a limited excerpttreat reality. More 
important than making it perfect was getting it done. Hetherefore contains some redundancies and 
inaccuracies. I very much hope thisReport can still make a productive contribution to the crisis. 0. 
Foreword2nd
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methods of the KM 4 unit 1.2 Why this evaluation?1.3 Who and what do I mean by "crisis 
management" in this report? 1.4 Protection of critical infrastructures 1.5 Unit KM4 as a resource for 
crisis management 2. How were the BMI (and the BReg) prepared for the crisis situation? 2.1 Notes 
and warnings in previous work on civil protection 2.2 Notes and warnings in publications, 
brochures and speeches 3. Evaluations of previous exercises3.1 Lükex 2007 3.2 Evaluation of the 
risk analysis from 2012 and references to the current crisis 4. Has the state done enough to 
protect critical infrastructures? And if no, what preventshim on it? 5. What should have been 
considered in the hazard assessment?5.1 Instructions for hazard assessment with checklist 5.2 
What would a risk assessment (health risks) look like after plausibility?5.3 Plausibility check for the 
risk from the corona virus by comparingCauses of death 5.4 Elements of a plausibility check for 
the effects of an economic crisis on care 5.5 Approaches to a plausibility check from the 
perspective of population development 5.6 Digression quality of life in old age and mortality 6. 
Evaluation of the collection of data necessary for risk assessments and decisions aboutMeasures 
were used 6.1 Evaluation of the BMI management reports (until April 7, 2020)6.2 Evaluation of the 
new situation picture of the crisis team of BMI and BMG (from April 8, 2020) 6.3 Additional 
evaluation of a recent edition of the management report of the joint crisis management team BMI-
BMG- Specifically examined version of April 22, 2020 6.4 Evaluation of the framework for crisis 
management 6.5 Interim balance sheet of the federal government6.6 Could there be a risk analysis 
and assessment outside of the crisis team's management report have or give?6.7 Digression exit 
strategies7. Comparison of prior knowledge and real handling of crisis management 2020 8. 
Interim evaluation 9. Chancellor's decision with the country heads on March 22, 2020 in the 
context of the results of this analysis10. Current and perspective effects on the area of   critical 
infrastructures 10.1 IT security10.2. Hazards in the area of   drinking water supply11. What needs 
to be done? Final 
note3rd3rd3rd4th56771113131519th232325th283133394142445053575862637071747475788
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1 Annex to the "Evaluation Report" from May 7, 2020 Attachment 1Tasks of Unit KM 4 (accessed 
April 17, 2020):Source: inet page for the organizational unit unit KM 4 (accessed on April 17, 
2020): https: //inet.intern.bmi/Seiten/referatkm4.aspx "Unit KM 4, Protection of Critical 
InfrastructuresTASK DESCRIPTIONUnit KM 4 deals with the protection of critical infrastructures as a 
special onePart of civil protection. This is about protecting organizations andInstitutions of major 
importance for the state community, in the event of their failure orImpairment of sustainable 
supply bottlenecks, significant disruption of thepublic security or other dramatic consequences . 
Are at riskCritical infrastructures not only through terrorist attacks, but also throughNatural 
disasters, particularly serious accidents, IT attacks and technical and / orhuman error . Because the 
majority of those to be regarded as critical for our societyInfrastructures are owned by private 
operators, the state and the economy work hand in hand to ensure thatensure effective protection 
of these systems, facilities and systems.Unit KM 4 is in the BMI for overarching topics and concerns 
in connection with theProtection of critical infrastructures . His areas of responsibility include in 
particular:• Development of own assessment competence to protect critical infrastructures and 
from themdeveloped initiatives as well as statements in participation procedures• Basic strategic 
work to protect critical infrastructures from allhazards• Work towards the consistency of 
protection because of interdependencies between the differentSectors of critical infrastructures 
with each other• Responsibility for concepts and strategies, the technical responsibilities 
ofDepartment CI for the protection of information infrastructures and for the protection of critical 
onesInfrastructures remain unaffected by cyber threats• Cooperation with other federal ministries, 
the federal states, the EU , the operatorsCritical infrastructures and with associations as well as 
with other affected institutions• Supra and international affairs for the protection of critical 



infrastructures ,especially point of contact in the EU contact group for the protection of critical 
peopleInfrastructures that update and implement the European program forthe protection of 
critical infrastructures (EPSKI) including Directive 2008/114 / ECoperates• Participation in the 
legislation on area-specific legal bases and onCivil protection
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2nd Unit KM 4 exercises specialist supervision over the Federal Office for Civil Protection 
andDisaster Relief (BBK), as far as critical infrastructure concerns are concerned. The BBKdevelops 
methodological foundations, for example for the identification of critical infrastructures,Risk and 
hazard analyzes as well as action plans to protect critical infrastructuresconsidering an all-hazard 
approach. In the context of civil defense , unit KM 4 processes or coordinates the adjustments to 
thePreservation and precautionary laws (own responsibility for ensuring water), which 
theMaintaining the basic needs of the population and the armed forces in tension andIn the event 
of a defense or in a civilian crisis. To ensure the protection of civil or civil-military objects , the 
failure of which civilUnit 4 would deal with a long-term limitation of defense capabilityCross-
departmental and together with the federal states the object registration and theProperty 
protection guidelines.Unit KM 4 is also for the protection / security of nuclear facilities,Facilities 
and transports with regard to possible threats from terrorist orcriminal attacks / other acts. The 
main tasks in thisThe following are the areas:• Risk assessments for current events, situation 
pictures; if necessary call outRisk levels according to the framework plans• Committee work, 
especially federal-state committees to secure nuclear facilities(KoSikern; AK security)• 
Development of / participation in master plans, security concepts, legal norms (e.g.B. RENEGADE 
master plan KKW)• Participation in EU and international initiatives / projects (e.g. CBRN)• Unit KM 4 
exercises in this area of responsibility with regard to risk assessments andSituation supervision 
from the BKA, unit ST 54. " from the inet page of the KM department: "The protection of critical 
infrastructures is part of the KM 4 unit as part of civil protectionprocessed. Characteristic are the 
cooperation with the economy and the federal ministriesas well as coordination and control 
activities . Regardless of this, KM 4 is also for theProtection / securing of nuclear facilities, 
facilities and transports with regard topossible threats from terrorist or criminal attacks and other 
actsresponsible. “ https: //inet.intern.bmi/Seiten/abteilungkm.aspx


